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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I

ran is emerging as a significant cyberthreat to the
US and its allies. The size and sophistication of
the nation’s hacking capabilities have grown markedly over the last few years, and Iran has already penetrated well-defended networks in the US and Saudi
Arabia and seized and destroyed sensitive data. The
lifting of economic sanctions as a result of the recently
announced framework for a nuclear deal with Iran will
dramatically increase the resources Iran can put toward
expanding its cyberattack infrastructure.
We must anticipate that the Iranian cyberthreat may
well begin to grow much more rapidly. Yet we must
also avoid overreacting to this threat, which is not yet
unmanageable. The first requirement of developing
a sound response is understanding the nature of the
problem, which is the aim of this report.
Pistachio Harvest is a collaborative project between
Norse Corporation and the Critical Threats Project
at the American Enterprise Institute to describe Iran’s
footprint in cyberspace and identify important trends
in Iranian cyberattacks. It draws on data from the
Norse Intelligence Network, which consists of several
million advanced sensors distributed around the globe.
A sensor is basically a computer emulation designed
to look like an actual website, email login portal, or
some other kind of Internet-based system for a bank,
university, power plant, electrical switching station, or
other public or private computer systems that might
interest a hacker. Sensors are designed to appear poorly
secured, including known and zero-day vulnerabilities to lure hackers into trying to break into them. The
odds of accidentally connecting to a Norse sensor are
low. They do not belong to real companies or show up
on search engines. Data from Norse systems combined
with open-source information collected by the analysts
of the Critical Threats Project have allowed us to see
and outline for the first time the real nature and extent
of the Iranian cyberthreat.
A particular challenge is that the Islamic Republic
has two sets of information technology infrastructure—
the one it is building in Iran and the one it is renting
and buying in the West. Both are attacking the computer systems of America and its allies, and both are
influenced to different degrees by the regime and its

security services. We cannot think of the Iranian cyberfootprint as confined to Iranian soil.
That fact creates great dangers for the West, but
also offers opportunities. Iranian companies, including
some under international sanctions and some affiliated
with the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC)
and global terrorist organizations like Hezbollah, are
hosting websites, mail servers, and other IT systems
in the United States, Canada, Germany, the United
Kingdom, and elsewhere. Simply by registering and
paying a fee, Iranian security services and ordinary citizens can gain access to advanced computer systems
and software that the West has been trying to prevent
them from getting at all. The bad news is that they
are getting them anyway, and in one of the most efficient ways possible—by renting what they need from
us without having to go to the trouble of building or
stealing it themselves.
The good news is that Western companies own these
systems. They could, if they choose, deny Iranian entities sanctioned for terrorism or human rights violations
access to their systems. Western governments could—
and should—develop and publish lists of such entities
and the cyberinfrastructure they maintain to facilitate
that effort, broken down by industry. The entities hosting these systems could deal Iran a significant blow in
this way, while helping to protect themselves and their
other customers from the attacks coming from Iranianrented machines.
But the Islamic Republic is also using networks
within Iran to prepare and conduct sophisticated
cyberattacks. Our investigations have uncovered efforts
launched by the IRGC from its own computer systems
to take control of American machines using sophisticated techniques. IRGC systems hit ports with known
and dangerous compromises from many different systems over months. They also scanned hundreds of US
systems from a single Iranian server in a few seconds.
These attacks would have been lost in normal traffic
if they had not all hit Norse sensor infrastructure and
thereby revealed their patterns.
Sharif University of Technology, one of Iran’s premier schools, conducted similar automated searches
for vulnerable US infrastructure using a different
v
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algorithm to obfuscate its activities. A Sharif IP address
would try to connect with target systems on port 445
twice within a few seconds. Then a different Sharif IP
address would try to connect with a different target on
the same port twice within a few seconds. All of the
IP addresses were clearly owned and operated by Sharif
University, but none of them hosted any public-facing
systems. The pattern of attacks, once again, was visible
only because so many of them hit Norse infrastructure.
The attacks from the IRGC systems and from Sharif’s computers could have penetrated vulnerable systems
and potentially gained complete control over them.
They could have used that control to attack still other
Western computers while obscuring Iran’s involvement
almost completely. Or they could have damaged the
systems they initially penetrated, which could just as
well have belonged to banks, airports, power stations,
or any other critical infrastructure system as to Norse.
The Iranians are, indeed, also attempting to identify vulnerable supervisory control and automated data
acquisition (SCADA) systems such as those that operate and monitor our electrical grid. Norse sensors emulating such systems were probed several times in the
course of our study’s timeframe. It seems clear that elements within Iran are working to build a database of

vi

vulnerable systems in the US, damage to which could
cause severe harm to the US economy and citizens.
The good news in all of this is that we know that
the attacks Norse detected all failed—the sensors they
hit were not real systems controlling anything. The
bad news is that we can be certain that these were not
the only attacks and equally certain that some of the
others succeeded.
It would be comforting to imagine that the recently
announced nuclear framework agreement will put a
stop to all of this, that a new era of détente will end this
cyber arms race. There is, unfortunately, no reason to
believe that that will be the case. Both the White House
and Iranian leadership have repeatedly emphasized that
the nuclear deal is independent of all other issues outstanding between the US and Iran. The agreement itself
stipulates that US sanctions against Iran for supporting
terrorism and human rights violations will remain in
place. Iran’s behavior in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Yemen,
and Tehran indicates that this support and those violations will continue.
Whatever the final outcome of the nuclear negotiations, we must expect that the threat of a cyberattack from Iran will continue to grow. We may have just
enough time to get ready to meet that threat.

INTRODUCTION

T

he framework for an agreement on Iran’s nuclear
program announced April 2, 2015, may significantly increase the cyberthreat the Islamic Republic
poses to the US and the West. Consensus is growing
in the cybersecurity community that Iran’s cyberwarfare capabilities are quickly increasing.1 The rapid lifting of sanctions promised in the agreement will create
an influx of resources that will fuel the expansion of
these capabilities.2 It is imperative to understand the
full extent and potential of the Iranian cyberthreat and
begin developing appropriate defenses and countermeasures now.
The Norse Intelligence Network, which includes a
network of sensors distributed strategically to detect
malicious cyber activity around the world, has received
a considerable volume of cyberattacks over the past year
originating from Iranian territory. In Project Pistachio
Harvest, Norse and the American Enterprise Institute’s
(AEI) Critical Threats Project (CTP) investigations
have uncovered several instances that can be attributed
with moderate confidence to the Iranian regime or
individuals acting on its behalf.3 We also found Iranian
efforts to suborn Western infrastructure into attacking
other Western infrastructure in a way that would (later)
be extremely difficult to trace back to Iran, and we can
also attribute these efforts, with moderate confidence,
to individuals and institutions working on behalf of the
Iranian state.
Our research indicates that the Iranians have built
a large and sophisticated information technology (IT)
infrastructure and a cadre of talented software developers, despite international sanctions that ban most
technology transfers.4 The sanctions relief promised in
the framework agreement in exchange for Iran’s ceasing
nuclear research and dismantling much of its enrichment infrastructure will provide the Iranian regime
with much more cash with which to expand its IT
capabilities. It is not yet clear, however, exactly which
sanctions would be lifted under the deal.5 Such decisions must be informed by an understanding of the
roles different Iranian entities play in the cyberwarfare realm. President Barack Obama’s recent executive
order establishing a new cyber sanctions program must
also be used to apply pressure directly against Iranian

malign cyber actors.6 These considerations must be
central to the debate over managing sanctions against
Iran moving forward.
Malicious Iranian cyber activity has increased significantly over the past few years, with at least three
high-profile attacks attributed to Iranians, although we
cannot assess whether the regime directed them or even
if the same groups or individuals conducted them:
1. Iranian hackers launched distributed denial-ofservice (DDoS) attacks against JPMorgan Chase,
Citibank, and Bank of America in late 2011.
DDoS attacks attempt to make websites inaccessible or unusable by flooding those sites with
meaningless traffic. This 2011 attack was likely a
response to those banks’ efforts to comply with
US sanctions against Iran.7
2. Iranian hackers penetrated the systems of the
Las Vegas–based Sands Casino company in February 2014, effectively shutting down many of
the casino’s operations.8 This attack completely
wiped a significant number of Sands’ hard drives
and stole confidential data, posting some online.
The attack was explicitly directed against Sands
owner Sheldon Adelson in retaliation for remarks
he made in 2013 suggesting that “Iran should
be nuked.”9
3. Iranian hackers launched malware called Shamoon against the servers of Saudi Arabia’s national
oil and gas company, Saudi Aramco, in August
2012. This attack destroyed significant amounts
of that company’s data.10
These attacks demonstrate Iran’s evolving offensive cyber capabilities. The 2011 DDoS attacks were
relatively unsophisticated affairs, albeit effective in
taking US banking structure offline and causing real
financial harm. Distributed denial-of-service attacks
are usually launched from a network of innocent
systems that hackers have (at least partially) taken
over, or “compromised,” in the language of cyber
security. Such a network is called a “botnet,” and each
1
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Figure 1

Iranian Cyberinteractions with the Norse Intelligence Network,
January 2014–March 2015

Source: Norse database.

individual computer involved in the attack is called
a “bot.” Today, DDoS attacks are common and are
seen more as a nuisance than a real threat, although
they are sometimes used as diversionary tactic to mask
stealthier, more dangerous attacks. The attacks on
Sands Casino and Saudi Aramco were much more
sophisticated and therefore more alarming. Hackers
able to conduct such attacks pose a threat to critical
infrastructure systems, including the electrical grid,
municipal water treatment facilities, and even nuclear
reactors. Such threats to critical infrastructure are
clearly a national security concern.
Data from the Norse Intelligence Network indicate that the number of cyberattacks from Iraniancontrolled systems has grown significantly over the past
13 months and that these attacks have grown in sophistication, too. Attacks launched from Iranian Internet
Protocol (IP) addresses increased 128 percent between
January 2014 and mid-March 2015.11 The number
of individual Norse sensors hit by Iranian IPs rose 229
2

The Iranian cyberthreat is not
yet unmanageable, but it is
growing rapidly.
percent, while the number of distinct IPs used to execute these attacks rose by 508 percent (figure 1).
This last trend, shown in the bottom graph in figure 1, may be the most alarming. It suggests that hackers using Iranian IP addresses have expanded their
attack infrastructure more than fivefold over the course
of just 13 months. This growth greatly increases the
ability of hackers in Iran to identify and compromise
vulnerable systems for computer network operations
(CNO), which are the use of any computer network
to achieve political, financial, or military objectives. In
the experience of Norse cyberanalysts, attacks generally
increase in proportion to the size of the available attack
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infrastructure. In other words, when an uncoordinated
collection of cybercriminals take the trouble to “farm” a
botnet, they tend to “harvest” its capabilities right away.
It is therefore unusual and unsettling that this rule does
not seem to be holding true for Iran. It could indicate
that a significant portion of attacks from Iran are centrally directed and, more disturbing, that the Iranian
regime might be stockpiling cyberattack capability in
preparation for future contingencies.
Iran’s cyberwarfare capabilities do not yet seem
to rival those of Russia in skill, or of China in scale.
The community of high-end hackers in Iran remains

relatively small and constrained to some extent by
infrastructural limitations resulting from sanctions—
and the sheer difficulty of building a robust network in
Iran’s physical and political terrain. We have not seen
evidence that Iran is capable of penetrating US national
security or critical infrastructure systems outfitted with
modern, best-practices cyberdefense systems.
The Iranian cyberthreat is not yet unmanageable,
but it is growing rapidly. The US must rapidly develop
and implement laws, sanctions, systems, and procedures to defend against this threat, lest we be surprised
some day by a preventable cyber calamity.

3

INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION AND
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

P

roject Pistachio Harvest is a unique effort that combines cyberintelligence and intelligence gathered
from open (unclassified) sources about Iran to form a
more complete picture of the Iranian cyber presence
and threat than either discipline could provide on its
own.12 Data on cyber activities are drawn heavily from
the Norse Intelligence Network collection and analysis
platform, as well as from publicly available Internet registries and other tools. Open-source political, military,
technical, and social intelligence about Iran is drawn
from a broad array of English- and Farsi-language websites, newspapers, official outlets, and social media by
analysts at the AEI Critical Threats Project.

Norse Corporation
The Norse Intelligence Network consists of several million advanced sensors distributed around the globe and
operating around and within strategic data centers on
millions of IP addresses in the Internet and the “Dark
Web.” 13 A sensor is basically a computer emulation
designed to look like an actual website, email login portal, or some other kind of Internet-based system for a
bank, a university, a power plant, electrical switching
station, or any of a host of other sorts of public and
private computer systems that might interest a hacker.
Sensors are designed to appear poorly secured, including known and zero-day vulnerabilities, to lure hackers
into trying to break into them. The odds of accidentally connecting to a Norse sensor are low. They do not
belong to real companies or show up on search engines.
They can be somewhat fancifully compared to an
opulent house with doors and windows left open while
police watch from outside to see who goes in and what
they try to do. The house is tucked away in a remote
part of town with no passersby, no street number, no
entry in any phone or address book, and no one living there. Only two kinds of people would be likely
to go into it: police or others responsible for community safety, or criminals looking to loot it in some way.
Occasionally some curious person might somehow
4

find it and briefly investigate, but the honestly curious
would go away quickly and either call the police or forget about it.
Every Internet communication must include at
least six elements: the address of the originating system
(source IP), the port from which the communication
originated (source port), the address of the target system (destination IP), the port on the target system to
which communications are directed (destination port),
the date and time of the interaction, and the specific
protocol used to exchange information. The Internet uses two general formats for exchanging data—
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the older
User Datagram Protocol (UDP). One might think of
them as dialects of the same data exchange language,
with the caveat that ports can mean one thing in one
protocol and something quite different in the other.
Although many other protocols are used across the
Internet, we will focus on the most common ones—
IP, TCP, and UDP.
The use of ports in Internet communications is
complicated, but for purposes of this report it suffices
to understand a few basics. Ports are numbered from 0
to 65535 and used to indicate the particular protocol
or service required for the communication. The ports
below 1024 require administrator access to the system and are generally assigned to particular and wellknown functions. Ports between 1024 and 49151 are
called registered ports because their use for a specific
purpose must in principle be approved by the International Assigned Numbers Authority, although by
no means everyone abides by this requirement. Ports
above 49151 can be freely assigned without registration. Examining the source and destination ports of
an Internet communication, along with the protocol,
can sometimes tell a cyberanalyst a great deal about the
degree of control the initiator of the communication
had over his system and the intended purpose of the
data exchange.
Most Norse sensors sit quietly waiting for other systems to try to communicate with them. When that
occurs, as seen in figure 2, the sensor records at least
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Figure 2

Norse Live Attack Map Demonstrates Attacks Detected
against 8 M illion S ensors

Note: Image captured on April 5, 2015.
Source: map.ipviking.com

these six data points and sends them back to the main
Norse database, where they are filed and analyzed.
Some sensors do more than record the exchange; they
actually send messages back encouraging the originator
to believe that he has connected to a real computer system to get him to send even more information revealing his intentions.
Any interaction with a Norse sensor is therefore
regarded as suspect. Because of the clandestine nature
of the Norse infrastructure, there is no legitimate reason
for anyone to attempt to communicate with any Norse
sensor. Norse does not “spoof” real organizations to
attempt to lure attackers. Mistakes happen, of course.
People mistype addresses or inadvertently scan unintended systems, or data get otherwise misrouted. Norse
therefore applies a complex formula to the interaction
that takes these and many more factors into account to
determine whether the intention of the originator of
the interaction was innocent or malign. Malign activity,
in this case, refers to connections intended to identify

weaknesses in remote systems, exploit vulnerabilities to
gain unauthorized access to systems or data, or prevent
the system from functioning in some way. We refer to
each interaction that appears to be malign as an attack.
Sensors communicate with the Norse collection
infrastructure at network speed through a covert Internet structure that keeps the sensors hidden (figure 3).
They are integrated with other Norse data-collection
tools, including crawlers that explore the Internet looking for malicious software and indications of attacker
activity. The crawlers can also be tasked dynamically to
gather additional intelligence about attackers interacting with sensors, as well as the IT environment from
which those attacks originate. The crawlers also report
back on the kinds of operating systems their targets are
using, how recently those systems have been updated or
patched, and a variety of other information that helps
determine whether an attacking node has itself been
attacked and compromised by a third party now using
the node to hit Norse infrastructure.
5
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Figure 3

Norse Intelligence Network

Source: Norse Corporation

Norse systems and data thus allow for a more strategic assessment of malware campaigns than traditional
cybersecurity practices, which often focus on the malware code itself and have limited visibility into the historical behavior of the Internet nodes.
In addition to the advanced data and analytics Norse
provides from active cyber events, this report also uses
the transparency the Internet requires to maintain its
own functionality. Connecting and transporting data
across the Internet appropriately requires that individuals and corporations register many components of their
IT systems with a host of public and private registries.
Most registries unfortunately conduct little or no verification of data provided to them, leading to a great
deal of bogus information. Serious businesses and official entities, however, face market forces encouraging
them to provide reasonably honest registration data.
We have been able to compare and contrast registration data across multiple registries and correlate the
results with crawler data and through the open-source
6

intelligence collection efforts of the Norse and CTP
analytical teams to cross-check and verify registration
information in many cases.

The Critical Threats Project
AEI’s Critical Threats Project has been studying Iran
for five years, and has built a relational database using
Palantir software (with technical and analytical support from CTP’s partner, Praescient Analytics) of tens
of thousands of individuals, institutions, corporations,
and events associated with Iran. CTP derives its data
from daily tracking of major and minor Iranian media
outlets, historical data, information publicly provided
by the US and other governments, and the writings of
other Iran scholars.
CTP has focused particular attention on individuals
and organizations connected with Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), weapons of mass
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destruction programs, and political environment. In
partnership with the Institute for the Study of War,
with which CTP shares its Palantir relational database
and visualization system and works as a single analytical
team, CTP has been able to monitor Iranian activities
in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Yemen, and elsewhere around
the world. This analysis enables CTP to place attack
data collected by Norse into context with a deep understanding of the human and institutional shape of the
Iranian regime.
Norse and CTP believe that this approach of fusing cyberintelligence with human geopolitical intelligence should become the new model for understanding
cyberthreats. It opens new possibilities for thinking
about responding to those threats by weighing possible

Norse and CTP believe that this
approach of fusing cyberintelligence
with human geopolitical intelligence
should become the new model for
understanding cyberthreats.
real-world policy responses to online events and attacks.
Iran, like all other state actors, subordinates its statesponsored cyber activities to larger strategic and political
objectives. Therefore, we must interpret observed cyber
activity as operating to serve those objectives.

7

IRAN: THE PERFECT CYBERSTORM?

T

he current Iranian political, social, and economic
structure is particularly well-suited to present a
major cybersecurity challenge to the West for a number of reasons. Iran has a large university system that
benefits from extensive state funding and is intertwined with its state security services. Its government
is aggressively investing in both IT infrastructure and
technical training of its people. The regime’s ideology
is built on anti-Americanism and the belief that the
Islamic Republic is continually at war with the US,
Israel, and the West. Its security doctrine defines the
mere publication of views contrary to its own as an
element of that war. And it has designed its national
communications systems to balance popular demand
for Internet access with the requirements of state control and oppression. The result is a unique accomplishment among repressive regimes: an IT infrastructure
that the state can control as completely as it chooses at
some times while allowing its people to interact with
the rest of the world and enhance their own cyberrelated skills at other times.
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei has made
the development of a national IT infrastructure one
of the primary objectives of his economic policy. This
objective is part of his effort to reduce Iran’s dependence on oil exports so as to reduce the impact of
potential future international sanctions. The “resistance
economy” doctrine he promulgated in February 2014
directed Iran to expand “the exports share of knowledgebased products and services” and achieve “first rank” in
the Middle East in this area.14 President Hassan Rouhani announced his goal of creating 100,000 new IT
jobs by 2017, while other Iranian officials claim that 20
percent of Iran’s college students now pursue degrees in
information technology.15 The latter fact is the more
significant because Iran is the only country in the Middle East other than Turkey and Israel to have universities ranked in the Global Top 400 by the Times Higher
Education World University Rankings (2014–15): Isfahan University of Technology and Sharif University of
Technology.16
Still, the 2014 E-Government Survey by the United
Nations ranked Iran 105th overall, far below all of
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states, which

8

placed between 18th (Bahrain) and 49th (Kuwait). Iran
received low scores in telecommunications infrastructure and online services, but its score for human capital
was close to that of Jordan, Kuwait, and Lebanon and
not too far behind the leader, Bahrain.17
Iran’s poor infrastructure score reflects the challenges
the Iranian state faces in bringing its people into the
information age. Iran is far larger than any GCC state
in both size and population. Its terrain is rugged and
compartmentalized, and its population remains highly
rural. Building and maintaining large-scale national IT
infrastructure will always be much harder for Tehran
than for its Arab and Turkish neighbors. The relatively
high ranking of its human capital in this field, however, reflects its successful education efforts and is in
some respects more important for evaluating the cyberthreat Iran might pose. A large number of talented programmers can overcome infrastructural limitations,
while excellent infrastructure is useless in the hands of
unskilled developers.
Technological capability is not itself a threat, of
course. But the Iranian regime’s belief that it is already
engaged in a war with the US, Israel, Great Britain, and
the West drives it to seek to control and weaponize its
IT capacity as part of its doctrine known as “soft war.”
Iranian leaders began speaking seriously about
soft war in 2008 when they concluded that President
George W. Bush was unlikely to attack Iran militarily, given the difficulties he faced in Iraq and pressures
against war back home.18 Khamenei described soft war
in November 2009 as “a mixture of cultural means
and advanced communication equipment to spread
lies and rumors and cause doubt and divisions among
the people.”19 The Iranian Armed Forces General Staff
announced the establishment of a national headquarters from which to wage soft war in December 2012.20
That announcement was followed in October 2013
with news that Iran was setting up a soft-war headquarters in each province.21
The Iranian military identified the Internet as one
of the main enemies in this soft war, declaring, “[It
is] not an instrument of threat or espionage. It’s a spy
itself.” The head of Iran’s Law Enforcement Forces in
2012 called Google an “instrument of espionage.”22
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The IRGC called for national mobilization against the
Internet threat in 2014, saying, “Amid the soft war,
all the society’s strata, including the youths, university
students and professors, should strive to confront the
enemies’ threats and thwart their plots.” Its spokesman
reported that it had developed plans “both to fight and
prevent the soft war, and that all soft-power factors have
been employed for an all-out confrontation with soft
war.”23 This is the framework within which current Iranian cyber policy is developed and executed.
The Iranian regime’s commitment to armed and
unarmed struggle against the West has not been in
any way diminished by the recently announced framework agreement. It is, on the contrary, hardwired into
the Islamic Republic’s justification for its very existence
and rule. Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini constructed the
ideology that now guides Iran by combining his own
theological innovation (the “guardianship of the jurisprudent,” or velayat-e faqih) with anti-Zionism and
anti-colonialism, which rapidly evolved into explicit
anti-Americanism. The current regime’s efforts to expel
the United States from the Middle East spring from the
original anti-colonialist roots of Khomeini’s ideology,
which was shaped by the narrative that the US, as the
inheritor of Britain’s imperial power and designs, sought
to dominate, oppress, and secularize the Muslim world.
The regime justifies the repression of its own people
by arguing that all manifestations of anti-regime sentiment are caused by the interference of the West and/or
America’s determination to destroy the Islamic Republic
and regain imperial control over the Middle East.24 It
justifies its military and terrorist activities as part of the
“resistance to American imperial aggression, of which it
sees itself as the leader. Anti-Americanism and the belief
in a current and ongoing state of war between Iran and
the United States are essential elements of the Islamic
Republic’s raison d’état that cannot be dispelled without
fundamentally altering the character of the Iranian state.

Comparative Threats: Today’s Iran versus
the Historical USSR
The Iranian threat is thus somewhat different from
the threat the Soviet Union posed to the US during

the Cold War, despite a number of superficial similarities. Communist ideology identified capitalism as the
enemy, rather than any particular capitalist state. The
Soviets saw the US as the leader of the capitalist world
and, therefore, a determined and dangerous enemy—
but they never defined their state as opposing America specifically. The Soviet regime could thus announce
that it was pursuing “peaceful coexistence” with the
US, to use Nikita Khrushchev’s term, or even détente,
as Leonid Brezhnev said, without undermining its
self-justification or weakening its self-portrayal of being
perennially under siege.
The specificity of Iranian ideology, therefore, makes
the prospect of real détente remote. This fact explains
why Khamenei continually rejects the idea of reducing
tensions with the West while simultaneously negotiating a nuclear agreement, whereas Brezhnev embraced
détente during the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty
(SALT) talks in the 1970s.
It is noteworthy that the first SALT agreement in
1972 was accompanied by a statement of the “Basic
Principles of Relations Between the United States of
America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.” It
began by noting the desire of both states to “strengthen
peaceful relations with each other” and continued by
asserting the mutual belief “that the improvement of
US-Soviet relations and their mutually advantageous
development in such areas as economics, science, and
culture, will meet these objectives and contribute to
better mutual understanding and business-like cooperation.”25 It declared, “Differences in ideology and in
the social systems of the USA and the USSR are not
obstacles to the bilateral development of normal relations based on the principles of sovereignty, equality,
and non-interference in internal affairs and mutual
advantage.”
Iran’s Khamenei, in contrast, has repeatedly and
explicitly rejected any such broader framework for
peaceful relations, reiterating on March 21, 2015: “We
will by no means negotiate with the US about domestic and regional issues and the issue of arms, because
American policy in the region is aimed at creating insecurity and confronting regional nations and the Islamic
Awakening. That is contrary to the pivotal policies of
the Islamic Republic of Iran.”26 So much for détente.
9
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The Role of Persian Nationalism
Both Khomeini and Khamenei also welded Persian
nationalism onto their ideological structure. They
appeal to an interpretation of history that sees Iran
as the natural hegemon of the Middle East, whose
historical rights are violated whenever it is not dominant in the region. This premise flows nicely into the
idea that first Britain (and then the US) were and are
Iran’s natural enemies, since they are responsible for
depriving Iran of its rightful place of preeminence and
global standing.
This element of Iran’s national ideology helps explain
the zeal with which younger Iranians often embrace the
struggle against the US, even while partially (or completely) rejecting the theological framework of the
Islamic Republic. The study of young Iranian hackers turns up individuals who praise, link to and “like”
on social media liberal figures arguing for freedom
of speech and expression—supporting even Charlie
Hebdo—while simultaneously backing hacks against
other Arab states and the West to protest regional maps
labeling the Persian Gulf as the Arabian Gulf.

Iranian software developers and hackers
have powerful incentives to play more
or less by the regime’s rules, even if
they do not support the regime.
The degree of state control over Iran’s IT infrastructure is no doubt part of the reason for the apparent willingness of Iranian developers to serve the state’s needs
at the expense of their own, potentially more lucrative,
undertakings. The Islamic Republic has consciously
designed its national IT system to give the IRGC the
ability to monitor all Internet traffic in pursuit of both
pornographers and political dissidents. It has worked
to build a sophisticated regime of Internet censorship designed to strike a balance between keeping out
“harmful” or “subversive” ideas and isolating its people
to the point of creating popular resentment that could
become destabilizing to the regime.
10

Iranian software developers and hackers thus have
powerful incentives to play more or less by the regime’s
rules, even if they do not support the regime. It is not
just that they must fear punishment if they violate
those rules but also that they might benefit from the
regime’s investment in their IT projects by abiding by
them. The regime has thus created a carrot-and-stick
mechanism encouraging hackers to direct their efforts
outward, allowing them to choose among nationalism,
religion, or simple self-interest for their motivations as
they please.

The Role of Iran’s Universities
The Islamic Republic has other levers to use in encouraging its IT entrepreneurs to do its bidding. The state’s
role in Iran’s university system is enormous, for example. The regime has invested large amounts of capital
in building IT and other scientific infrastructure at
its premier educational institutions—Sharif University of Technology, Shahid Beheshti University, and
the IRGC-affiliated Malek Ashtar University, among
others—in return for the ability to direct research in
ways that further regime objectives.
The development of Iran’s nuclear weapons program
after 2003 offers an excellent template for understanding the evolution of the relationship between the government, security services, and universities in IT. When
Khamenei ordered Iran’s state-run nuclear weapons
research program halted after the 2003 invasion of Iraq,
his lieutenants built a new structure that federated relevant research throughout the university system.27 The
scale and ramifications of this effort are visible, but it is
not easy to assess the degree to which all of the university participants in it are witting, let alone willing. Iran’s
IT sector functions in a similar fashion. State and security institutions “partner” with universities to conduct
research that furthers state aims, making faculties and
students components of regime strategic efforts. After
graduation, students find themselves networked into a
web of associations and research projects that tends also
to support regime priorities, whether they know it or not.
The Islamic Republic also uses incentives created
by mandatory military service to encourage aspiring
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young programmers to support state security efforts
directly. At least one scientist involved in research relevant to the development of nuclear weapons explains
on his resume that he was exempted from Iran’s compulsory military service in exchange for his work on a
project deemed useful to the armed forces. This program of exemption was developed in 2007.28
Iran’s leaders have thus carefully and consciously
built national IT, education, and corporate infrastructures that produce excellently educated developers with
incentives to pursue state objectives and avoid using
their skills against the state. They have interwoven Iran’s
security organs, especially the IRGC, throughout these
structures in ways that allow the regime to use these
IT and hacking capabilities with plausible deniability.
And they have constructed an Internet infrastructure
designed to obfuscate the origins of malicious activity
while giving the state the ability to monitor, regulate,
and control citizens’ access to the Internet in extremely
granular ways.

Protest, Censorship, and the Iranian Internet
The massive protests after the 2009 Iranian presidential
election shocked the regime. The election occurred on
June 12, 2009, and protests began quickly. The protesters’ use of electronic communications focused the
regime’s attentions on better controlling the information space. Iran had already contracted with Nokia and
Siemens in 2008 to install a “monitoring center” as part
of a larger contract. The regime surprised the foreign
engineers who had installed the system by configuring
it not only to filter traffic but also to conduct “deep
packet inspection,” a procedure in which monitoring software examines the content of each data packet
and not just its header and routing information.29 The
use of deep packet inspection on all traffic allowed the
regime to monitor its citizens to an extent the Soviets
could only have dreamed of—but at the expense of
slowing the Iranian Internet to a relative crawl.
Internet observer Arbor Networks reported that
Iranian Internet traffic had stopped almost entirely
by 6:00 p.m. Tehran time on June 13, the day after
the election, and remained very low for several days.

Traffic had returned to 70 percent of normal by June
16, prompting Arbor Networks to speculate that the
regime turned off key national switches and routers in
a rush to install new filtering systems from commercial
vendors. These filtering systems did not initially have
enough bandwidth to handle normal data flows, so the
regime added additional “filtered bandwidth” as rapidly
as it could to bring Internet traffic back to normal levels
and speeds.30
The Iranian security services also purchased software to “filter, block and store text messages” from a
Western company in 2008.31 Among the technical
requirements Iranian officials included was to “analyze
all messages in English, Persian or Arabic for keywords
or phrases; store them; and flag those caught by filters
for review.” Another was “to be able to change the content of messages.” The challenge of implementing such
capabilities for all Internet traffic is that the volume of
that traffic is so much higher than the data generated
by text messages. It is not clear how much the Iranian
government succeeded in reviewing all of the Internet
communications of its people, but the periodic major
disruptions in Iranian Internet traffic corresponding
with politically sensitive dates suggest that it made a
serious effort to do so.
One such disruption in late November 2011
revealed the regime’s willingness and ability to shield
certain networks while slowing others to a crawl to
maintain controls. Tensions between Iran and the
West were running high over a detailed report by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) laying
out evidence that Iran might still be pursuing nuclear
weapons technology.32 The report triggered increased
Western sanctions against Iran, which in turn heightened internal Iranian tensions. Fears of an Israeli attack
on Iranian nuclear facilities soared, fueled in part by
an explosion at an Iranian missile base on November
13 that killed IRGC Brigadier General Hassan Tehrani Moghaddam.33 Security services briefly arrested
an adviser to President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
on November 21, and a crowd stormed the British
Embassy in Tehran on November 29 in protest against
the sanctions.34 Again, the Iranian Internet virtually
shut down, probably in response to these events and
fears of further internal unrest.35
11
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The shutdown did not affect all Iranian networks
evenly, however. The major Internet networks lost
upward of 90 percent of their bandwidth, but Sharif
University of Technology, the University of Tehran
Informatics Center, and Fanava Group all lost less than
80 percent, while Afranet and Irancell lost about 88
percent. The favored networks recovered more quickly,
as well. Ten days after the throttling began, Sharif University was only 2 percent below its pre-protest norm;
Afranet was down by 32 percent and Tehran University
down by 47 percent, while most other networks were
still down by more than 80 percent.36 The regime’s
willingness to spare these providers while cutting off
most of the rest of the country suggests a higher degree
of confidence in these networks. That factor should be
weighed in assessing the significance and possible attribution of malign traffic moving through those more
“trusted” networks.

How the Regime Controls Its Internet
The regime has taken full advantage of the structure
of the Internet to establish near-total control over how
its people can communicate with the outside world.
Internet traffic moves through a limited number of
long-distance telecommunications lines into and out of
a country, creating natural chokepoints at the autonomous systems (AS) that control access to them.37
The Iranian regime completely controls the chokepoints into and out of Iran, of which AS 12880 is by far
the largest and most important, followed by AS 48159
and AS 6736.38 The Telecommunications Infrastructure Company of Iran, a state-owned company, owns
ASNs 12880 and 48159, while Iran’s Research Institute for Theoretical Physics and Mathematics owns AS
6736. The regime can (technically) do almost anything
with the traffic passing through these systems, including
stopping, inspecting, and rerouting data packets. It can
even inject its own data packets at any of these chokepoints and make it seem as if they had originated from a
particular system within the Iranian network, especially
if the original traffic has not been encrypted or digitally
signed. The Iranian government requires all commercial
Internet service providers (ISPs) to support its filtering
12

efforts and to route international traffic through one of
these state-controlled systems, making it very difficult
for Iranian citizens to bypass its monitoring systems.39

The regime has taken full advantage of
the structure of the Internet to establish
near-total control over how its people can
communicate with the outside world.
Attribution to the State of Iran
The Islamic Republic’s commitment to determining
what its people can see and what they can say (ironically) facilitates the analyst’s task of attributing malicious cyber activity to the regime. In most countries,
tracing malware back to a particular autonomous system or network range says little about who was actually responsible for it, because those source addresses
can be faked or used as fronts by other systems. While
many governments block or to varying degrees tamper
with data packets that happen to move through servers located on their territory, the Iranian government
is engaged in data interception and manipulation of an
entirely different order.
We assert, therefore, that the typical standards
of proof for attributing malicious traffic to a specific
source are unnecessarily high when we examine traffic from Iranian IP addresses. It is safer than usual to
say that much of the malicious traffic originating from
organizations controlled or influenced by the government, or moving through networks known to be monitored and throttled by Iran’s security services, is at least
tacitly tolerated by the Iranian state, and in some cases,
is actually sponsored by it.
We are emphatically not suggesting that all malicious traffic emanating from Iran is governmentinitiated or government-approved. Many of Iran’s IT
systems are outdated, unpatched, and vulnerable. This
fact complicates the task of attributing intent to specific
entities because so many systems in Iran are so easily
suborned. Nor is the regime likely to be aware of, let
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alone stop, every instance of malware moving across its
wires. Attributing malware or hacking to the Iranian
regime, therefore, must flow from an examination of
the systems involved, the degree to which they appear
compromised, and what the data flow itself can tell us
about the likelihood that the originating system was an
aggressor or a victim.
It is also important to note that we use the term
“attribution” in an academic and policy sense, rather

than a law-enforcement or military sense. We would
not support using the relaxed standards of attribution
we propose to target Iranian individuals or systems with
military or legal response without substantial additional
corroboration and evidence. The purpose of this effort
is to understand what the Iranians are doing collectively
and to consider possible policy or technical responses in
general, rather than to identify specific perpetrators or
targets for legal or military action.
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WHAT ARE THE IRANIANS DOING?

T

he West is selling Iran IT resources with which
Iran attacks Western interests. Western failures
to enforce IT sanctions or to aggressively police technology transfers have allowed Iran to advance its cyber
capabilities. Hundreds of thousands of domains (websites) registered to Iranian people or companies are
hosted by companies in the US, Canada, and Europe.
Some of those companies may actually be fronts for
Iranian organizations. Others are simply companies
unaware (or unconcerned) that they are doing business
with Iranian entities possibly in violation of international sanctions. Norse sensors have intercepted a large
volume of traffic from Iranian-controlled hosts located
in the US, Canada, and other Western countries over
the past several years.
The Iranian regime also uses its own domestic IT
infrastructure to conduct cyber operations against the
United States. Our study has traced significant volumes
of malicious activity to systems controlled by the IRGC
and organizations close to the Iranian government.
Some of this activity targets industrial control systems,
including supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) systems essential to running utilities and
industrial automation in the West. This activity might
be interpreted as an Iranian effort to establish cyber
beachheads in US critical infrastructure systems—
malware that is dormant for now but would allow Iran
to damage or destroy those systems if it chose to do
so later.
Iranian hackers have progressed far beyond website defacing or distributed denial-of-service attacks,
although they boast about both. This study found evidence that they are developing sophisticated software
to probe US systems for vulnerabilities, inject malware,
and gain control. Their attacks are designed to blend
into normal traffic and use compromised third-party
systems for obfuscation. Iranian hackers are becoming
a serious force in the malware world.
Iran also suffers from cyber vulnerabilities, however. International sanctions have not prevented
government-affiliated and other privileged groups from
purchasing advanced software, computers, and security technology, but they have made it very difficult
for average Iranians and small-to-medium businesses
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to keep their systems secure. Many Iranian servers run
Western software suites, some pirated or otherwise
acquired informally. Unfortunately for them, pirated
software is difficult to keep patched and updated. This
leaves many Iranian systems riddled with relatively old,
well-known, and easily exploitable vulnerabilities. As
we have stipulated, this complicates the task of attributing intent to specific entities.
The prevalence of Iranian-controlled systems hosted
by Western companies is problematic for several reasons. First, it likely violates international sanctions and
regulations governing technology transfers to Iran.
It therefore gives the Iranian state access to software,
hardware, and cloud-computing services that the West
had sought to withhold from Iran. It also allows Iranian individuals, companies, and security organizations
to expand their cyber capabilities much more quickly
and easily than they could if they had to build infrastructure in Iran. They can simply rent what they need,
like any Western entity, cheaply and efficiently. Finally,
it gives malign Iranian groups a degree of anonymity
and legitimacy that they could not have if they were
forced to operate from their own systems inside Iran. A
lot of innocuous-looking traffic from Western-hosted
websites is, in fact, Iranian—but discovering the connection requires painstaking effort. Understanding the
nature and scope of the Iranian footprint on Western IT systems is therefore essential for assessing Iran’s
actual cyber capabilities.

Iran’s Ashiyane Hacking Collective—
Hosted in Ohio
Cybersecurity specialists have identified a handful of Iranian hacking groups and operations, but the Ashiyane
hacking collective stands out for its brazenness—and
for the fact that the EU sanctioned its leader for human
rights violations. Ironically, it also runs a commercial
cybersecurity firm, the Ashiyane Digital Security Team,
in Iran that offers “ethical hacking” certificates. Its main
support and discussions forum is hosted on a server in
Ohio, along with a number of other websites registered
in the name of its leader, Behrooz Kamalian.
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Figure 4

Ashiyane Announcement

of

Defacing

a

NASA Site

Source: www(.)zone-h(.)org

Kamalian established Ashiyane in 2002 with
the ostensible goal of improving the security of Iranian websites.40 Ashiyane seems to have started its
anti-American hacking effort in 2005, in response
to comments by American officials suggesting that
Iran was involved in the 9/11 attacks.41 Kamalian
boasted of successful hacks against several NASA sites
on Zone-h(.)org, a well-established forum on which
hackers brag about defacements (figure 4). The poor
English and ranting nature of these early posts speak to
the relative immaturity of the hackers: “Hey Bush We
Start Cybar To All American Website … wE Fuck U
Bush And All American Website … All Iranian Hackers NoW Start War to uSA wEBSITE … Fuck U aND
yOUR Govermenet …”(sic).
The three signatories of this post were Behrooz Kamalian (alias Behrooz-Ice), Nima Salehi (alias Q7x), and

Ali Reza (alias AcTiOnSpIdEr).42 This anti-American
rant nothwithstanding, this group also attacked Iranian sites, defacing a subdomain of Sharif University of
Technology in 2008 for unknown reasons.43
Ashiyane’s pro-regime sentiments came back to
the fore when Kamalian helped post pictures of antiregime protestors in 2009, enabling Iranian police to
track protesters down and arrest them. The European
Union sanctioned him in 2011, stating, “‘Ashiyaneh’ Digital Security, founded by Behrouz Kamalian
is responsible for an intensive cyber-crackdown both
against domestic opponents and reformists and foreign institutions.”44 The EU designation referred to
Ashiyane as an “IRGC-linked” group without offering specific evidence of the connection. An Iranian
news site reporting on these designations said that
Kamalian was “associated” with the IRGC, although
15
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Figure 5

Publicly Identified Members

of the

Ashiyane Hacking Group

Source: www(.)face2face(.)ga/index2.php and LinkedIn profiles.

it is not clear whether the site was replicating the EU
report or confirming it.45
Ashiyane’s hacking network has grown since then,
and more than 40 members openly identify themselves
with it (figure 5). Their ages range from about 16 to 28
years old, with the founders (now in their 30s) apparently well-established and settled enough with families
that they have turned the day-to-day business of hacking over to younger coders.46 Ashiyane has been very
active, listing 65,552 defacements on Zone-h(.)org as
of February 28, 2015.
Hacking is (ostensibly) a side business for Ashiyane.
The group maintains a website advertising its for-profit
services as an Internet security company (figure 6).47
No one can question the team’s qualifications to
conduct penetration testing of other people’s servers
and networks. It is more remarkable that Ashiyane
actually offers fee-based training for individuals seeking
Certified Ethical Hacking certificates, however.
Ethical hacking is an important component of
Internet security. Ethical hackers are trained in the
art of hacking but also rigorously trained in the laws,
16

regulations, and customs governing the Internet. They
commit, at least in theory, to hacking only with the
knowledge and consent of the owners of target systems
and for the purpose of testing security, seeking vulnerabilities, and helping the owners better protect themselves against unethical hackers.48 Ashiyane’s activities
are unethical by any standard.
Yet much of Ashiyane’s online infrastructure is
hosted by or proxied through American companies.
Ashiyane’s home page, forum group, training home
page, upload site, and e-magazine are proxied through
CloudFlare Inc., a San Francisco company founded for
the purpose of helping defend against malicious actors
like Ashiyane (figure 7).49 It is unlikely, therefore, that
CloudFlare is knowingly complicit in facilitating this
EU-sanctioned and IRGC-associated hacking collective. Some of Ashiyane’s systems are hosted by Hetzner AG, a large German ISP, and some by XLHost, an
American ISP.
Kamalian appears to maintain cyberinfrastructure
in the US as well. He is listed as the registrant for
11 IP addresses and several hundred domains hosted
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Figure 6

Ashiyane Home Page

Note: As of April 15, 2015.
Source: www.ashiyane(.)ir

Figure 7

Ashiyane IT Infrastructure Proxied

through the

US

Note: Kamalian is the domain registrar for ashiyane(.)ir and ashiyane(.)org.
Source: Public Internet registries
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Figure 8
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Source: Norse database.

on XLHost, giving his address in central Tehran.
His IPs all have names in the form of
XLHOST-BKAMALI##-#####.
His
address
range (173.244.160.248/29) hosts a small number of domains, including some nameservers for
ashiyanehost(.)com, the Farsi website of ern-co(.)com,
and the domain “acount-google(.)com” (sic), which
Russian cybersecurity company Kaspersky Labs and
others have identified as a phishing site.50

XLHost: Based in Ohio, Working for Iran?
Our investigation has led us to conclude that XLHost,
the company hosting Ashiyane’s systems and Kamalian’s IP addresses, is probably linked directly to an Iranian company willing to work on behalf of the Iranian
government. XLHost identifies itself with a Tehranbased IT company, maintains a Farsi-language website,
18

accepts Iranian currency for bill payments, and hosts
multiple Hezbollah websites, in addition to the services
it provides Ashiyane and Kamalian. Its systems have
attacked Norse sensors tens of thousands of times over
the past several years (figure 8).
The company controls about 100,000 IP addresses,
some of which have attacked Norse sensors a total of at
least 80,000 times over the past several years. The volume of attacks is noteworthy, but the nature of many of
the attacks is more disturbing.
Thousands of the attacks originated from ports that
usually require administrator access, indicating either
that the owners of the system were conducting the
attacks or that the systems were completely compromised by hackers.
Tens of thousands of the events involved attacks
on ports relevant to accessing database and mail servers, low-level administrative systems that would provide attackers with root access, remote-access, and
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other services that indicate intent to take over the
target system.
A large amount of the traffic appears to have been
generated by humans rather than bots because there are
relatively few instances of attacks occurring within seconds of one another or of obvious “firewalking” (hitting
many ports in an automated, rapid succession looking
for vulnerabilities). This fact suggests that XLHost is not
simply the victim of a large-scale botnet compromise.
Norse attributes 2,865 of the roughly 80,000 attack
events to IPs associated with Iran over the period of
October 9, 2012, through February 23, 2015.
These factors taken together suggest a concerted
effort to use XLHost infrastructure to compromise US
systems on a significant scale. They also suggest that
some of those involved in this effort are associated with
Iran in some way.

Servers physically located in the US,
Canada, and Europe and owned by
companies in those countries are hosting
more than 40 different entities subject

US in 2006.51 The US Department of the Treasury
described al Manar as one of “the media arms of the
Hezbollah terrorist network” and noted that “al Manar
has employed multiple Hezbollah members. One al
Manar employee engaged in preoperational surveillance
for Hezbollah operations.” Al Manar is known to facilitate fundraising for Hezbollah as well. 52 XLHost also
hosts the Municipal Work Association website, which
is a Hezbollah-affiliated site servicing populations in
the Bekaa Valley and southern Lebanon, including
Baalbek and Nabtiyeh.53 The Municipal Work Association appears to be tied to the US-sanctioned Jihad al
Bina (Construction Jihad) Foundation.54
XLHost(.)ir, furthermore, lists “Ravand Tazeh
(ouriran)” in the “org” field of its registration. Ravand Tazeh is an IT company in Tehran that is associated with Ravand Cybertech operating out of Toronto,
Canada. We shall consider Ravand in more detail
below, but it is difficult to draw any conclusion other
than that XLHost is connected with this Iran-based
company and maintaining IT infrastructure in Ohio
on behalf of Iranians and Lebanese Hezbollah—and
which is conducting (or allowing) large-scale cyber
attacks on American systems.

to US or international sanctions.
Western Companies Hosting Websites
of Sanctioned Entities
XLHost is clearly reaching out to and working
on behalf of individuals in Iran. In addition to its
main domain name, XLHost.com, there is also an
XLHost(.)ir registered to the same address in Ohio.
XLHost(.)ir is an excellent Farsi translation of the
English-language XLHost site, and almost all of its links
direct back to XLHost.com pages. A few of its pages are
in Farsi only, however, and some of those pages indicate that payments to XLHost are accepted in Iranian
rials. These facts suggest that XLHost(.)ir is simply an
Iran-facing portal for XLHost itself—meaning that the
company is actively soliciting business and funds from
Iran for services performed in the US.
XLHost is directly furthering the interest of the
Iranian regime and violating terrorism-related sanctions by hosting a website or mirror of al Manar TV, a
Hezbollah-affiliated media outlet sanctioned by the

XLHost is not alone in hosting the cyberinfrastructure
of sanctioned entities. A relatively brief search, in fact,
shows that servers physically located in the US, Canada, and Europe and owned by companies in those
countries are hosting more than 40 different entities
subject to US or international sanctions (table 1). The
hosting companies range from major providers such as
Germany’s Hetzner AG to obscure firms that lack even
rudimentary public websites.
Unless these companies are providing their services
for free, they seem to be violating sanctions banning
financial transactions with designated entities. They
are in any case, wittingly or not, facilitating the evasion of international sanctions and providing valuable
IT infrastructure to Iranian companies involved in the
Iranian nuclear program.
19
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Table 1

Sanctioned Entities Hosted

on

Western IT Systems

URL

IP
Address

Hosting
Organization

Sanctioned
Entity

Sanctioned
By

www(.)mellatbank(.)com

75.98.174.125

A2 Hosting

Bank Mellat

US

www(.)Behzadkar(.)com

64.71.34.29

Affinity Internet

Behzadkar Co. Ltd.

Germany

Bertina Technology
Company

Tehran Tammam
Engineering Services

UK

www(.)tamameng(.)com
5.63.9.91
		

www(.)mapnablade(.)com
64.130.209.51
COMPUTOGRAM Inc. Parto Turbine Blade Engine
			
and Manufacturing Company

Canada, UK

www(.)farsachimie(.)com

188.40.136.5

Hetzner

Farsachimie Company

UK

www(.)fitco-ir(.)com

176.9.10.51

Hetzner

Mobin Sanjesh

EU

www(.)tavator(.)com

144.76.8.148

Hetzner

Tavator Sepahan

UK

zouchan(.)com

5.9.157.245

Hetzner

Zouchan Copper Industrial

Canada

shafapharma(.)com
88.198.60.20
Hetzner
			

Shifa Pharmed Industrial
Group Company

Canada, Japan

www(.)eyvaztechnic(.)com

205.234.134.130 HostForWeb Inc.

Eyvaz Technic

EU, US

www(.)giecgroup(.)com

206.217.212.160 Hosting Services

GIEC

Canada

nirubattery(.)com, niruco(.)com 64.31.42.235
Limestone Networks
Niru Battery Company
				

UN, UK,
US, EU

httsgmbh(.)de, httsgmbh(.)com 83.125.112.170 VCServer Network oHG
			

Hanseatic Trade Trust and
Shipping (HTTS) GmbH

EU

BMIRU(.)com

Bank Melli Iran Zao

US

iranpmco(.)com
91.109.18.150
LeaseWeb
			

Iran Powder Metallurgy
Complex

UK

Razi-center(.)net
46.165.224.58
LeaseWeb
			

Razi Metallurgical Research
Center

UK

apadana(.)com
67.212.71.174
		

Netelligent Hosting
Services Inc.

Kish Khodro Co
Automotive Manufacturing

UK

www(.)dfsworldwide(.)com

206.188.193.46

Network Solutions

DFS Worldwide

US

parsswitch(.)com

198.178.120.118 NOC4Hosts Inc.

Pars Switch Co.

Canada

www(.)mehr-fci(.)ir

91.121.222.159

Mehr Bank

EU, US

78.108.80.142

Majordomo Network

OVH

www(.)khishavand(.)com
5.39.61.4
OVH
Schiller Novin
				

EU, Canada,
Japan, UK

vakav-kimia(.)com, vakav(.)com 216.157.85.201

Peer 1 Dedicated Hosting Vakav Kimia Novin

UK

www(.)landinst(.)com

78.129.202.79

Rapidswitch Ltd

Vakav Kimia Novin

UK

www(.)iran-air(.)com

72.52.4.121

Prolexic Technologies

IranAir

UK

National Petrochemical
Company

UK, Japan

nipc(.)net
72.52.4.91
Prolexic Technologies
			

continued on the next page
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Table 1 (continued)
URL

IP
Address

Hosting
Organization

Sanctioned
Entity

Sanctioned
By

www(.)iran-transfo(.)com
38.110.76.193
PSINet
Iran Transfo Company
				

EU, Canada,
UK

www(.)pakshoo(.)com
38.99.139.113
PSINet
			

Canada

Pak Shoo Chemical and
Manufacturing Company

persesanco(.)com
38.117.105.163 PSINet
Perse Sanco Ltd.
				

Canada,
Germany

www(.)charkheshgar(.)com

198.55.50.97

Ravand Cybertech Inc.

Charkheshgar

Japan

poyeshyar(.)com

198.55.55.40

Ravand Cybertech Inc.

Poyeshar Ltd

Canada, UK

www(.)sadidpipe(.)com

198.55.50.97

Ravand Cybertech Inc.

Sadid Pipe & Profile Co.

Canada

mst-group(.)com, mst(.)ir

164.138.20.241

Ravand Tazeh

Machine Sazi Tabriz

Germany*

shomalcement(.)com

164.138.16.30

Ravand Tazeh

Shomal Cement Company

EU, Japan, US

www(.)daneshazmoon(.)com

67.228.172.101

SoftLayer Technologies Inc. Danesh Azmoon Teb Company Canada

spc-ir(.)com
69.56.239.13
		

ThePlanet.com
Internet Services

burgmann(.)com
93.184.181.65
TomCom
			

Shiraz Petrochemical Company UK
Burghmann-Pars (Sealing
System Company)

fulmen(.)com
69.195.118.88
Unified Layer
Fulmen Company
				
				
				

UK
US, Switzerland, Norway,
Japan, Canada,
Australia, UK

ir-tc(.)com

173.254.101.29

Unified Layer

Infrared Technologists Co Ltd. UK

www(.)parsmcs(.)com

216.158.77.100

WebNX

Pars MCS

Canada

Europaisch-Iranische
Handelsbank AG

US

eihbank(.)de
213.209.100.189 wilhelm.tel GmbH
			

Note: *Listed as entity of concern in 2002 but not subsequently relisted.
Sources: Wisconsin Project on Nuclear Arms Control, www.iranwatch.org; US Treasury, EU, and UK designations.

Ravand Cybertech of Toronto and Tehran
In the case of Ravand Cybertech, the “Western” company hosting the systems of sanctioned Iranian companies is almost certainly the Canadian branch of an
Iranian IT company. Five of the websites in table 1 are
hosted by Ravand Cybertech in Canada or Ravand
Tazeh in Iran, which is the same as OurIran. OurIran’s
website describes the company as “located in Tehran,
Iran and Ontario, Canada,” and adds, “We service all
of Iran and the rest of the world!”55 Amir Akhoundi
Asl, technical manager at Ravand Tazeh in Tehran, also

states that Ravand “has its own datacenters in Tehran
and Toronto.”56 OurIran adds, “OurIran is the only
hosting company in Iran which owns their own servers
and have its’ [sic] own private server room inside GT
Data Center in Toronto Canada.”57
Ravand’s clear Iranian connections suggest why
sanctioned firms might feel comfortable hosting their
websites with them. At least five individuals who identify themselves on LinkedIn as Ravand Cybertech
employees in Toronto have employment or education backgrounds in Iran. A senior engineer at Ravand previously worked in Tehran for an oil company, a
21
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petroleum research institute, and the Iranian scientific
network.58 An executive director at Ravand in Canada
claims to have designed the website for Shahid Beheshti
University in the late 1990s.59 Many hundreds of websites have both Ravand Cybertech and Ravand Tazeh as
registration organizations.
Ravand seems to be knowingly selling advanced
Internet infrastructure to entities affiliated with the Iranian state. Ravand hosts a number of Iranian banks and
other commercial organizations, including in the heavily sanctioned petrochemical field.60 Ravand Cybertech
in Canada hosts more than 950 websites in the .IR
domain—registration of which is controlled by the
Iran Network Information Center (IRNIC), an agency
of the Iranian government. IRNIC sells its domains
and lists Ravand Tazeh (but not Ravand Cybertech)
as an authorized reseller.61 It is most probable either
that Ravand Cybertech is receiving money to register
websites and transferring it through Ravand Tazeh to
IRNIC or that it is facilitating individuals’ transfers of
money directly to Ravand Tazeh and thence to IRNIC.
Ravand might claim that it is trying to help Iranian dissidents rather than the government, despite
its clear support to government entities. It hosts
Blogfa(.)ir, a very popular blogging space whose founder,
Alireza Shirazi, complained in 2011 that regime censorship was damaging the Iranian blogosphere. He posted
that the regime ordered him to shut down an average
of 50, and sometimes as many as 10,000, blogs per
week—even though those blogs were not hosted in Iran.62
As long as Blogfa is obeying the orders of Iran’s security organs to suppress dissident voices, it is not actually helping circumvent Iranian censorship despite the
apparent desire of its founder to do so. And Ravand
cannot, therefore, claim that its support for free Iranian
speech on the Internet offsets the assistance it is giving
the Iranian government directly.
The fact that Shirazi felt obliged to comply with the
orders of the regime even though his site was not being
hosted in Iran, on the contrary, highlights the dangers
inherent in having Western companies host Iranian IT
infrastructure. It shows that the Iranian regime believes
that it can apply its laws and law enforcement to entities
outside its borders and that it regards IT systems owned
by Iranians abroad as subject to government control. If
22

it can require its people to abide by its censorship regulations even on systems in Canada and against their
wishes, then it may be able to require them to support
more aggressive cyber activities on its behalf as well.

Iranians in the Cloud?
For Iranian companies, the wonderful new world of
cloud computing offers attractive solutions to many
problems. Iranian companies in the West have great
access to software, hardware, and training. They
can design and establish server farms with the most
advanced and reliable equipment. They benefit from
relatively low prices for storage, bandwidth, and electricity. The West has become a major supplier of Iran’s
knowledge economy despite sanctions.
Evaluating or quantifying Iranian use of cloud computing services offered by Western companies was
beyond the scope of this investigation. Iranians enthusiastically avail themselves of Western web-hosting services, however, and it is reasonable to suppose that they
would embrace cloud computing in a similar manner. Cloud computing is of concern because it gives
Iranian interests access to vastly more computational
power than they would otherwise have. They can use
that power to simulate nuclear explosions; test designs
for aircraft, missiles, radar, or submarines; or develop
advanced encryption or decryption capabilities.
The extent of Iranian-controlled infrastructure in
the West that we have already described makes the
notion of actually preventing the regime from using
Western cloud computing systems highly problematic.
It is one thing to ask cloud computing providers not to
sell to entities with .IR domains or geolocations in Iran
(which are relatively straightforward to identify). But
it is much harder to ask those service providers not to
sell .COM, .ORG or .NET domains to Iranian entities
because each registrant would have to be closely examined for connections—cyber, physical, or human—to
Iranian organizations or individuals who should be
denied access, a costly undertaking.
International commercial providers of cloud computing and domain hosting have not been unambiguously told not sell to Iran in any case, nor is it clear that
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they would comply with such an instruction. The only
feasible approach to addressing this problem would be
to establish one or more organizations that maintain a
database of websites and other IT systems owned by

Iranian individuals, corporations, or government entities that Western law enforcement could use and then
ask cloud computing providers to block or deactivate
those entities on a case-by-case basis.
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CYBERATTACKS DIRECTLY FROM IRAN

A

considerable volume of attacks picked up by
the Norse Intelligence Network originated
from within the physical borders of Iran. Our investigations uncovered several instances that can be
attributed with moderate confidence to the Iranian
state and/or individuals acting on behalf of the Iranian regime. Furthermore, we uncovered efforts to
suborn Western infrastructure into attacking other
Western infrastructure in a way that would (later) be
extremely difficult to trace back to Iran, and we can
attribute these efforts with moderate confidence to
individuals and institutions working on behalf of the
Iranian state.
The sources of these attacks fall generally into three
categories:
1. Many come from the large pools of IP addresses
used to serve private customers in Iran. We do
not consider these because attributing such
attacks to particular individuals or entities is a
monumental task and, in practice, impossible in
most cases.
2. Others come from systems clearly owned by Iranian institutions, like universities. We have examined some of these attacks in considerable detail
and concluded that we can attribute those attacks
with moderate confidence to the originating
institutions.
3. Still others come from servers that do not appear
to belong to anyone—blocks of IP addresses registered to ISPs but lacking any websites, email
servers, nameservers, or other systems typical
of commercial applications. We have examined
some of these and concluded that they were
in fact nodes set up expressly for launching
attacks and were dismantled once they were no
longer needed.63
The rest of this paper examines the second and third
categories in more detail.
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Systems Clearly Owned by Iranian
Institutions
The question of attribution, even in the academic
sense in which we are using the term, is both grave and
fraught, and it merits serious consideration. In very few
cases that we have examined did Norse systems detect
attacks from clearly labeled regime-controlled infrastructure or receive malware payloads that can be definitively linked to the Iranian regime or specific Iranian
groups. There may well be such cases in the Norse data
set, which is vast and growing, and we will continue to
look for them and to make subsets of the data available
in hopes that others will join in the search.

We have uncovered parts of a deliberate
IRGC campaign to identify vulnerable
computer systems in the US for later
compromise and exploitation. They
are likely parts of the first wave of
a coming cyberattack.
In the absence of such smoking guns, there is
always room to dismiss attacks from Iranian systems
as the result of poor network security, lax enforcement, or simple incompetence—and many examples
of all of these surely exist. We have, therefore, focused
on examples in which Iranian systems operating on
networks that we either expect or know to be heavily monitored have engaged in malicious activities for
more than a year.
IRGC Cyberattacks against US Systems. We believe
that we have uncovered parts of a deliberate IRGC
campaign to identify vulnerable computer systems in
the US for later compromise and exploitation. They are
likely parts of the first wave of a coming cyberattack.
The IRGC is a vast and partially clandestine enterprise. It includes a conventional military component
organized into divisions and brigades, with all of the
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training and support elements that any military needs.
It is also an economic enterprise, owning some companies directly and others through intermediaries, especially the charitable foundations known as bonyads that
play an outsized role in the Iranian economy. Identifying
its cyberinfrastructure is therefore somewhat complicated. There is no IRGC(.)ir website (nor the appropriate Farsi equivalents), although websites do exist for
the Ministry of Defense and Armed Forces Logistics,
for the regular military (known as the Artesh), and for
other elements of state security. The IRGC’s principal
charitable foundation, Bonyad Taavon Sepah, has no

obvious online presence either, although some of the
companies it owns do.
Other components of the IRGC, however, do maintain public websites that can be regarded as part of the
IRGC cyberinfrastructure. Imam Hossein University
(IHU) is the home of the IRGC’s advanced military
education programs—equivalent to the American war
colleges and National Defense University. It controls
the IP range 217.218.175.0/24, which hosts IHU’s
public-facing web pages, mail server, and journals page
and the pages of a number of conferences IHU has
hosted (figure 9). It does not host any other publicly
25
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visible websites or servers, making it likely that IHU
is the only organization with access to and control of
this IP range. Malign traffic from IP addresses in this
range, therefore, can be attributed to IHU with moderate confidence.
Norse sensors were attacked 13 times between June
1, 2014, and March 13, 2015, from 217.218.175.14,
an IP within this range that hosts the domain name
server for IHU.64 All of the attacks originated on port
53, and all but one hit high ports. This is significant,
as it reveals administrative-level access to the server to
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initiate connections from a low port. Similarly, there
were no additional indicators of compromise of the
IHU server. This implies the attacks did originate from
the IHU server using legitimate, elevated privileges by
an Iranian-based actor.
Norse sensors were also attacked 18 times between
the beginning of April and the end of June 2013 from
an IP belonging to Bank Sepah, the IRGC’s official
bank (figure 10). This IP (94.184.120.24) also had no
web-facing function, but the other IPs in this subnetwork (94.184.120.0/24) hosted only systems belonging
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to Bank Sepah, including its home page, mail server,
mobile server, and billing server, with one exception.65
Both the Bank Sepah and IHU IP ranges were observed
attacking Norse honeypots on TCP/3389; a port used
by Microsoft Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) and leveraged by cyber actors to gain remote access to poorly
secured Windows servers. This modus operandi has not
been previously reported as being used by Iranian cyber
actors, although it has been a staple of other state-based
groups, such as Chinese hackers.66
IP infrastructure belonging to the Basij Resistance
Force of the IRGC has conducted attacks against Norse
sensors on a much larger scale than that of IHU and
Sepah Bank. Ayatollah Khomeini created the Basij in
1979 as part of an effort to mobilize the Iranian people around the revolution and its defense.67 The Basij
provided much of the manpower used in the “human
wave” attacks directed by the IRGC during the IranIraq War and retains the role of a partially trained militia
to be called up in the event of a war of national mobilization. The wars in Syria and Iraq have, in fact, drawn
Basijis outside of Iran’s borders, with several members
publicly identified as having died in those conflicts.68
The Basij was formally incorporated into the command structure of the IRGC in 2007 and 2008, coming under the direct control of the commander of the
IRGC, currently Major General Mohammad Ali Jaafari.69 Basijis were used in the suppression of protests
after the 2009 election, which helped earn them a US
Treasury Department sanctions designation for human
rights violations in June 2011.70
The Basij plays an active and increasing role in Iran’s
cyber-related struggles against the West. The commander of the IRGC unit in Qom, Iran, said in September 2010 that 2,000 Basijis had been trained in
blogging and cyberwarfare.71 A year later, the commander of an IRGC unit in Tehran claimed that
15,000 Basij members had been taught how to blog,
although his superior said that only 2,000 of them had
been trained in “cyberwarfare.”72 In September 2013,
the cultural operations deputy of the Cyberspace Base
of the greater Tehran IRGC unit inspected the cyber
capabilities of the Basij Qods Resistance Zone.73 The
formal military language of this announcement indicates the degree to which the IRGC sees Basij cyber

activities as core parts of its security mission and, effectively, elements of military power.
The Basij also maintains much of the IRGC cyberinfrastructure that is publicly accessible. Each of Iran’s 31
provinces has its own provincial IRGC unit, to which
the provincial Basij force is subordinated. These provincial units maintain websites, generally in the form
“province_name.basij.ir” The websites themselves,
however, belong to the provincial IRGC units and not
just the provincial Basijis.74 They are therefore somewhat analogous to the websites that American military
units and bases maintain to serve local communities
and service members and provide news about the units’
activities.75 These are the actual IRGC provincial websites and constitute the bulk of the open IRGC military
online infrastructure.
All but two of these sites are hosted on IPs in the
range 212.80.20.0/23, with 22 provincial sites residing
on 212.80.20.238 and the remaining seven on their
own IPs in this range.76 The exceptions are the sites for
West Azerbaijan and Fars Provinces, which are hosted
on completely different commercial infrastructure.77
Some provincial units use URLs that differ from the
standard naming convention. The Kerman Province
unit, for example, is saeir(.)ir, the Fars Provincial unit is
tanvir(.)ir, and Tehran’s is sepahostantehran(.)com. In
each case, however, there is a server located at the normal address [Kerman(.)basij(.)ir, fars(.)basij(.)ir, and
Tehran(.)basij(.)ir] running the same software: Apache
2.2.23 (CentOS) and PHP/5.2.17, both relatively
recent versions of web server software. It appears that
servers were set up for every province by some central
organization, but some provinces preferred to use their
own domain names and/or Internet infrastructure.
The central organization that set up all the servers
was most likely a company called Ertebat Gostaran
Bina, which owns the autonomous system 50733.
This autonomous system is interesting because it controls only the IP range used by these IRGC provincial sites—212.80.20.0/23.78 Ertebat Gostaran Bina
is close to a ghost organization when it comes to web
hosting, although its website, binaertebat(.)ir, boasts a
number of computer hardware-related services (especially closed-circuit surveillance cameras) as well as web
hosting and a number of software development services.
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It does not appear to host any other IP addresses or
websites, and it has so far been impossible to identify
its leadership, let alone its ownership. It registered on
the Regional Internet Registry organization that covers
the Middle East and Europe (Réseaux IP Européens, or
RIPE) with a physical address in a neighborhood close
to the main IRGC and Basij bases in western Tehran—
which is different from the directions it gives to its location on its own website. Given this location and the
fact that it only seems to host IRGC and Basij systems
on a very small network, it seems likely that Ertebat
Gostaran Bina is either a front for or controlled by the
IRGC or Basij and that it provides web-hosting services
on dedicated systems only for them.
The difference between Ertebat Gostaran Bina and
the companies hosting the websites of West Azerbaijan
and Fars is instructive in this regard. The West Azerbaijan provincial website is hosted by Afranet, one of
the larger Iranian ISPs, while that of Fars is managed
by Aria Shatel and Iran Samaneh, also established ISPs.
The West Azerbaijan site is on an IP address with 25
other websites belonging to different organizations,
part of an IP range with hundreds of different domain
names belonging to all sorts of entities. It looks, in
other words, like a relatively normal commercial provider. The Fars site is a little more odd, as the IP range
it is on is dominated by major news outlets, including that of Kayhan, which is closely affiliated with
the supreme leader, and their mail servers. Its own IP
address, 94.182.146.85, also hosts a number of other
Fars Province Basij-related websites and their mail servers. This IP range (94.182.146.0/24) appears to have
been largely reserved by a commercial ISP for the use
of mostly state or state-supported organizations. The
Ertebat Gostaran Bina arrangement, by contrast, looks
more similar to the way a government entity, university, or large company builds its corporate systems. It
does not look in any way like a normal Internet service
provider, even one facilitating the hosting of websites
belonging to or favored by the regime.
We must evaluate the more than 1,360 attacks
against Norse sensors from the IP ranges hosting the
IRGC provincial and Basij national infrastructure
within this context, therefore. Standard arguments
against attributing attacks from commercially hosted
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IP addresses to specific entities using those IP addresses
lose much of their force in the face of the evidence that
this entire cyber ecosystem is controlled by the IRGC.
It seems very likely that these attacks are deliberate
IRGC undertakings.
The attacks themselves break down into three major
groups of events. Automated attacks originating on
212.80.20.210 on May 25 and August 28, 2014, generated 532 and 506 incidents, respectively. A total of 29
IP addresses conducted another 230 attacks between
January 1, 2014, and March 17, 2015. The dispersion
of these attacks over a long period of time, generally not
more than three or four on any given day, suggests that
they were conducted manually rather than by a hacking script.
The automated attacks from 212.80.20.210 were
attempts to reconnoiter systems that could be compromised and used to attack still other systems. They
hit only port 3389, used for remote desktop protocols and subject to vulnerabilities that could allow an
attacker to take full control of the victim. They originated from 1,061 unique source ports, each used only
once. The source ports broke into two general ranges.
During the May attack, they included port 3064, every
port between 4682 and 4959, and every port between
5531 and 5655, then almost every port between 5670
and 5809, followed by smaller ranges (generally five at
a time) of consecutive higher ports. The August attack
showed a similar pattern only with higher ports—generally between 38379 and 30092. The attack in May
hit 532 unique Norse sensors with no repetition; the
August attack hit 529 unique sensors without repeats.
Both attacks, however, hit 517 of the same sensors,
while 37 sensors were hit only a single time.
Each attack lasted a total of less than 20 seconds.
Both times, however, 508 of the attacks occurred within
four seconds, for an average of 127 attacks per second
during those bursts. That rate of fire guarantees that
the attacker was automated. It also suggests that each
attack was launched without waiting for a response to
the previous attack. It would normally take between 30
and 60 milliseconds for a message to travel from one
system to another and back again, which would make
it possible, theoretically, for between 16 and 32 round
trips per second. Iran is nearly 10,000 kilometers from
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the US, however, and Internet data move at or below
the speed of light, which is 300 kilometers per millisecond. A data packet, therefore, must take at least 33
milliseconds to move from Iran to the US—66 milliseconds for the round trip. An attack launched at the
rate of 127 per second could not even reach its target,
let alone receive a response, before the next attack was
dispatched.
The point of this excursion into optical physics is
that these attacks were not meant to find one vulnerable system and stop, or even to determine whether one
target was vulnerable before moving on to the next.
It is highly unlikely that they were meant to compromise the target system, in fact. They were, rather, an
effort at widespread reconnaissance to find as many systems that might be vulnerable to a particular exploit
as possible in a very short period of time. They were
also subtly designed and executed—each target system
was hit only twice, with the events separated by three
months. From the standpoint of the targets, such traffic

is hardly worth reporting and would not stand out in
security logs. That is probably why there are virtually
no other reports of malign activity attributed to this
IP address—it may have hit many other systems, but
its attacks would have been buried in the noise of less
subtle efforts and normal traffic. They only stand out as
noteworthy to us because they hit many Norse sensors
and thereby created a pattern invisible to almost any
other network security systems.
It is likely that the Basij Student Organization was
responsible for these attacks because it is the only organization hosting servers on 212.80.20.210. If this
assessment is correct, it corroborates the claims of
IRGC commanders that they are mobilizing Basijis and
students in support of their cyberwar efforts.
The other 230 attacks from this IP range took a
very different form, although with some common features (figure 11). They were conducted a few at a time
rather than in intense bursts and over a long period
rather than at a concentrated moment. They originated
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from 29 different IP addresses rather than one. They
all passed through source port 53 and hit 199 different destination ports, 27 of them two or three times.
More than 200 unique Norse sensors were involved, of
which only six overlapped with the sensors hit by the
May and August automated attacks. (Another 13 were
hit at other times by the originator of those automated
attacks.) Norse sensors emulate different kinds of IT
systems and employ a high degree of artificial intelligence to diversify how they are represented to adversaries in response to their actions, so it is not surprising
that there should be very little overlap between attacks
aimed at exploiting remote desktop control protocols
and those engaged in other kinds of reconnaissance, as
these 230 attacks seemed to be.
Attributing these attacks to specific components of
the IRGC or Basij is more complicated. All of them
originated on IP addresses owned by Ertebat Gostaran
Bina and hosting only Basij or IRGC infrastructure.
Twelve came from IP addresses with no visible infrastructure; the other 17 were scattered among systems
belonging to provincial IRGC units and provincial elements of Basij organizations embedded in universities,
schools, and other civic groups, as well as some components of the national Basij organization. The data
do not permit further analysis to discern whether some
provinces were more active than others, for example,
since the different components of the Basij organization tend to host many provincial websites on the same
IP addresses. It is possible that these attacks were conducted by multiple individuals using each site separately. It is also possible that someone compromised a
number of these systems, which feature relatively outdated versions of web server software more likely to
be vulnerable to exploitation, and used them to mask
his own attacks on Norse sensors. A last possibility is
that the attacks were injected at the autonomous system level and made to appear as though they originated
with these particular IP addresses.
The only scenario in which the attribution of these
attacks to the IRGC or Basij could be seriously questioned is the second—that a number of systems with
older software were compromised. Even this scenario
would provide limited exculpation, however. Only
some of the systems involved showed any indication
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of vulnerabilities. Some were buttoned tightly, denying
all attempts to crawl them. Others, including the server
from which the mass automated attacks originated, had
up-to-date versions of server software installed. The
fact that server software is outdated, moreover, is not
evidence that it has been compromised—only that it
could have been. It is at least as likely that some individuals with proper access to these systems were deliberately using them to reconnoiter Norse sensors.
It is possible that someone was freelancing—that
the attacker was a “rogue actor” operating without
the knowledge or consent of superiors in the IRGC or
the regime. Such explanations are often deployed in
attempts to exculpate the Iranian regime from aggressive activities, even when the rogue actors are uniformed members of the Iranian military. It is even easier
to make such a case in the cyber realm, of course, and
to dismiss these sophisticated and dangerous attacks in
that way.
There is absolutely no evidence to suggest, however,
that an unauthorized person or persons gained access
to the IRGC’s cyberinfrastructure and used it to attack
Norse sensors against the desires of the owners of that
infrastructure. The public commentary by IRGC officers about their active undertakings to train and deploy
Basijis in their cyberwar efforts are evidence in the other
direction. The IRGC says it is using Basij members to
attack the West, Norse observes sophisticated attacks
from Basij and IRGC IP addresses, and no evidence
suggests that most of those systems were compromised
from outsiders. The soundest explanation is that these
attacks are part of a deliberate IRGC campaign to identify vulnerable computer systems in the US for later
compromise and exploitation.
Attacks from Sharif University of Technology.
Sharif University is one of the premier technology
schools in Iran. Founded in 1966, it now claims 300
full-time and 430 part-time faculty and 12,000 students.79 Its graduates are sought after not only in Iran
but also in the US and Canada as well.80 Its 13 academic departments focus heavily on engineering,
including aerospace, chemical and petroleum, materials science, and computer and electrical engineering. Its computer engineering department dates back
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to 1970, with a PhD program starting in 1997.81 It
also boasts a number of research centers, including the
Center for Excellence in Design, Robotics, and Automation; the Entrepreneurship Center; the Center of
Excellence in Aerospace Systems; and the Advanced
Information and Communication Technology Center
(AICTC). It is part of Iran’s venture into nanotechnology, hosting the Research Center for Nanostructured
and Advanced Materials since 2004.82 Its involvement
in nanotechnology is of particular interest because miniaturization is one of the most important and difficult
aspects of turning a nuclear weapon into a usable missile warhead.83
Sharif University is also the subject of international
sanctions. The US Treasury Department sanctioned
three organizations at the university for proliferations-related activities in 2012: the AICTC, the Digital
Media Lab, and the Value-Added Services Laboratory.84
The European Union sanctioned all of Sharif University in 2012, a decision annulled by the General Court
of the European Union in July 2014. The EU reinstated many sanctions, however, in November 2014.
The Canadian government designated Sharif’s Department of Engineering in December 2012.85
The US Treasury Department aimed directly at
Sharif’s computer programs in 2012 for human rights
abuses. It sanctioned Rasoul Jalili, then-dean of scientific and international cooperation and head of the
Information Technology Group at Sharif and one of
the founding members of the Iranian Supreme Council
of Cyberspace, appointed by Khamenei in 2012.86 Jalili
was sanctioned for “attempting to acquire equipment
related to monitoring of SMS traffic from abroad” and
“actively assisting the Government of Iran’s censorship
activities.”87 He also “assisted in blocking any website
that contained content criticizing the Iranian Government,” and his company, AmnAfzar Gostar-e Sharif,
also sanctioned, “provided Internet censorship and filtering software to the Government of Iran.” AmnAfzar produced monitoring and filtering equipment and
software including the Separ, Saran, Squid Escort, and
Alal Web Filters, according to the US Treasury Department. Separ is reportedly “capable of real-time inspection of transmitted data, deep URL inspection . . .
and includes real-time monitoring capabilities.” Jalili

remains on the faculty at Sharif but was removed from
his position as dean in April 2012.88
This background gives context to a sophisticated
and heavily obscured cyberreconnaissance operation
executed by Sharif University systems between September 2013 and the end of August 2014. Norse sensors have identified 1,580 attacks from systems openly
registered to Sharif from September 1, 2013, to March
17, 2014, about half of which were involved in this
reconnaissance.
To identify the patterns within these attacks, we used
a unique visualization tool called Ayasdi Core. Ayasdi
Core can examine a collection of cyber events defined
by the source and destination IPs and ports, dates,
times, and protocols (and other information if desired)
and form them into clusters or nodes based on their
similarity to one another. Individual events are likely to
appear in more than one cluster or node because they
are likely to be similar to certain events in some ways
and to other events in others. An event could be placed
in a node with other events that happened at around
the same time, but it could also appear in a different
node with events using the same IP address or ports
that occurred at different times. In these cases, Ayasdi
Core draws a line between the two nodes. It then creates a visual representation of these nodes and the links
between them, from which one can discern patterns
that might be interesting to explore further.89
Comprehending an Ayasdi visualization requires
some explanation and practice. The location of nodes
on the graph and the length of links between them are
irrelevant. The size of the nodes indicates how many
individual events are in each. The color of a node
depends on how many events in that node contain a
particular value of a particular data element such as IP
address or date. Figure 12 is colored according to IP
address, with each node taking on the color assigned
to the IP address to which most of the events in that
node belong.
The graph reveals one large and complex group of
nodes (group 2) dominated by IP addresses tightly concentrated in three ranges (red, teal, and blue), with a few
nodes in other ranges or with intermingled IP addresses.
It also shows a second dense group of nodes (group 1)
with many colors spread all through it, indicating that a
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Source: Norse database visualized using Ayasdi Core

number of events with very different IP addresses are all
linked by some other factor. The smaller groups repeat
this phenomenon with many fewer events.
Examination of the underlying data shows that all
of the events in group 1 used the same source port: 53.
The 249 events in this group are, in fact, part of a port
scan conducted by systems on several IP addresses trying to find vulnerabilities by trying many destination
ports to see if any are open. Such firewalking can be
interesting, but the larger and more complex pattern of
group 2 deserves our attention.
Group 2 includes 1,118 attacks from more than
126 IPs registered to Sharif University. The nodes are
colored by IP address, showing clearly that there were
two major groups of IPs (red and teal) and one smaller
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group (blue) of IPs involved in the attack (figure 13).
Ayasdi visualizations often have three kinds of distinctive features: lines, flares, and loops. Lines of nodes
generally suggest a progression of the data along some
axis—successive events in time, for example. Flares
indicate sets of data that start with some commonality and then diverge—a series of events might start at
roughly the same time from similar IP addresses using
the same ports, but the ports on one set of IP addresses
might increase over time while those of another set
decrease. Loops indicate cyclical data. The same general collection of ports used repeatedly over the course
of many days or months, for example, could produce
a loop. The shapes of the red and teal groups indicate
cyclic but irregular patterns in the data. Some element
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of the events kept changing but with repetitions of
some sort over time.
The common element binding these nodes appears
to be that they all were directed against port 445,
regardless of their source, target, or date. Port 445 has
long been a target of malware and remains a potential vulnerability for poorly secured machines. Gibson
Research Corporation reported in 2008:

NetBIOS worms. These worms slowly but methodically scan the Internet for instances of port 445, use
tools like PsExec to transfer themselves into the new
victim computer, then redouble their scanning efforts.
Through this mechanism, massive, remotely controlled
Denial of Service ‘Bot Armies’, containing tens of
thousands of NetBIOS worm compromised machines,
have been assembled and now inhabit the Internet.90

Malicious hackers have been having a field day scanning for port 445, then easily and remotely commandeering Windows machines. Even several hackers I
have spoken with are unnerved by the glaring insecurities created by port 445. One chilling consequence
of port 445 has been the relatively silent appearance of

This port was among those used by the Conficker
virus that spread so rapidly and broadly across the Internet in 2009.91 Hackers continue to discover new ways
to exploit this port, as a recent Microsoft security patch
highlighted.92 Iranian attackers going after port 445 are
likely preparing for something very nasty indeed.
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Ayasdi also has the ability to reshape the visualization by focusing on a particular element of the data,
which it calls a “data lens.” We applied a data lens
focused on the source port of the events to produce
a chart and colored it according to source port (figure 14). Group 2 from the original chart is here, broken into three subgroups of very similar color patterns
(yellow-green), showing that all of these IPs used a
common selection of source ports ranging from 1037
to 4987 (with a handful of outliers).
The clusters themselves are distinguished from one
another by the IP address ranges of the attacker. The
visualizations clearly show multiple IP addresses from
two different address ranges all using virtually the same
set of source ports to attack the identical destination
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port. Closer examination of the data shows an additional pattern—in almost every case, the attacking IP
hit its target from the same port twice within two to
three seconds. In most cases, each IP conducted only
one such paired attack. The attacks hit sensors on 56
different IPs in Australia, Bulgaria, Germany, France,
Britain, Liechtenstein, Portugal, Russia, Thailand, Turkey, and the US.
The value of compromises using port 445 increases
with the number of computers that can be effectively
spoofed. It makes sense, then, that the attacks emanating from Sharif University hit so many different sensors. These attacks do not necessarily harm the target
machine but, rather, represent an early-stage effort to
develop a compromised cyberinfrastructure from which
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to conduct future attacks of another variety. There is
no way to know if the operation stopped because its
controllers gave up on it, were caught somehow that
has not made its way into the news, or simply obtained
enough compromised systems to satisfy themselves.
Considering the duration and breadth of the attacks,
it is improbable to the point of nullity that they were
unable to compromise any systems.
Attributing these attacks to Sharif University is
superficially straightforward, since the attacks all originated from infrastructure openly registered to Sharif.
The fact that they originated from so many different
IP addresses in so many different networks, however,
argues against the likelihood that individual humans
were actively sitting at each specific system to conduct
these attacks. The precision with which the attacks hit
from the same port twice in very close succession suggests automation, moreover. The next level of superficiality, therefore, suggests considering the possibility
that Sharif’s systems were infected by a botnet and that
Sharif was the victim rather than the perpetrator.
We explored this hypothesis by first examining the
results of Norse crawls of the IPs in question, which
turned up a handful of systems with outdated software
that could have been compromised (as well as a few
that had been recently updated and were unlikely to
have been compromised). We discarded the few that

might have been victims and concentrated on those
that remained.
These presented another interesting pattern. In figure 15, we mapped all visible domain names belonging to Sharif University to their IPs (IPs in green) and
compared the resulting relationships with the IPs from
which the malware originated (IPs in red).
It emerged that not a single case of malware originated from an IP that hosted overt Sharif systems.
Almost all of the attacking IPs, on the contrary, show
no visible infrastructure. This correlation is the inverse
of what we would expect if Sharif’s systems had been
compromised by a botnet spreading randomly across
campus. The distribution of such an attack should be
either random or concentrated on visible infrastructure, which makes the easiest target for automated
hacking. One might imagine a botnet programmed to
infect only empty IPs and thus avoid compromising or
damaging Sharif’s systems, but that would suggest that
it was designed by someone affiliated with Sharif who
was concerned about the welfare of those systems.
The structure of Sharif’s IT systems, however, offers
a simpler explanation. Sharif maintains its own autonomous system, AS12660, which routes traffic through
AS12880 and, in the past, also AS6736. Autonomous
system 12880, we should recall, is the principal gateway between Iran and the global Internet and the
35
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regime’s main monitoring and filtering system. AS6736
is used by only a small number of universities and government research organizations and is very likely also
monitored very closely. It would be relatively easy for
someone with direct access to AS12660 to inject traffic at the autonomous system that appeared to trace
back to IPs it announced. It is possible that an outside
hacker penetrated the autonomous system itself and
injected this traffic. But why would such a hacker have
been so fastidious about not falsely attributing his traffic to addresses with Sharif University public systems
on them? The most likely explanation, therefore, is that
the spoofing was done deliberately by someone working for and in the interests of Sharif with administrative
access to the autonomous system.

Acquiring such infrastructure would
facilitate malicious activities on a larger
scale, in ways that could be extremely
difficult to attribute to Iran.
Could that someone have been a rogue actor, using
Sharif’s systems for his or her own purposes? That is
possible but not likely. The Iranian government, as
we have seen, pays special attention to Sharif’s systems and apparently has enough confidence in the
degree to which they are monitored and controlled to
lift throttling restrictions at sensitive times more rapidly for Sharif than for other institutions. Yet Sharif’s
traffic still passes through the regime’s monitoring systems, as we have noted. Had these attacks occurred in
a short period of time, it might be possible to imagine
someone going rogue for a bit. It is extremely unlikely,
however, that a rogue actor would have been able to
maintain this kind of operation on such sensitive and
carefully monitored systems for nearly a year.
The attacks were stealthy, to be sure. Few, if any,
cybersecurity analysts would pay attention to a double tap, even on port 445, from a single IP that is not
repeated or where any repetition comes from a different IP months later. They were also stealthy from the
standpoint of the original individual systems—most
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IPs conducted only one double attack in the entire
period. They were not, however, as stealthy from the
standpoint of the autonomous systems through which
they ran and where all of this traffic would have been
aggregated. The logs of those systems must show several thousand pairs of interactions between Sharif’s systems and targets. It is possible that the network security
teams working for Sharif and at AS12880 and AS6736
missed this traffic and also missed any other indications
that someone was misusing a sensitive system—but it
is just not very likely.
We assess with moderate confidence, therefore,
that one or more officials in positions to control Sharif’s network deliberately ordered (or tolerated) a widespread, systematic, and stealthy effort to probe Western
infrastructure for future attacks. Acquiring such infrastructure would facilitate malicious activities on a larger
scale, in ways that could be extremely difficult to attribute to Iran. Considering the well-known connection
of a very senior Sharif computer professor and center
director with the Iranian government, and the university’s overall very close relationship with the Iranian
security services, it is very likely that this effort was
undertaken on behalf of the Iranian regime.

Systems without Owners, but Supporting
the Regime
Attacks on Norse sensors originating from Iran fall into
three categories, as we have noted: systems belonging
to individuals, systems belonging to institutions, and
systems seemingly belonging to no one. Now we will
focus on that third category.
A large number of attacks picked up by the Norse
Intelligence Network originate from servers that do
not appear to belong to anyone—that is, blocks of IP
addresses registered to ISPs but lacking any websites,
email servers, nameservers, or other systems typical
of commercial application. Careful examination of
some of these events and systems, however, suggests
that the attackers using these servers identify with the
regime’s ideology.
At least one of the incidents coincided with
#OpSaveGaza, a cyberattack against Israel organized by
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social media that generated a large increase in attacks
from Iran. We assess with moderate confidence, moreover, that individuals with administrative access to the
corporate systems of two Iranian ISPs conducted these
attacks against Norse systems—or the Iranian regime
itself conducted the attacks and made them appear to
have originated from these ISP systems. We assess with
low confidence, therefore, that these attacks from seemingly unattributable systems were conducted by regime
agents or supporters.
Attack on a Norse Sensor. On July 12, 2014, systems
on seven IPs located in Iran attacked a single Norse sensor more than 1,000 times in 11 hours (table 2).
These attacks were attempts at “firewalking,” an
automated procedure used to identify which ports and
services on a firewall are accessible to outside traffic
and then to penetrate that firewall through those ports
or services.93 Their targets were seemingly randomly
selected high ports between 49157 and 65530 (all of
which are dynamically assigned—that is, they do not
have permanent or semipermanent assignments to particular services). The source ports were much more narrowly chosen, with 223 attacks originating from port
53, one of the standard ports often used for firewalking
because many firewalls are configured to allow traffic
from that port through without checking it. The rest
of the attacks originated on ports between 10003 (with
300 incidents) and 23886 (with 29).
All of the attacks from port 53 originated from two
IPs, 89.165.0.14 and 178.234.40.253, and those two
IPs used only that port to attack from. These attacks hit
a total of 220 distinct destination ports with only two
overlaps. It is therefore possible that there were two distinct attacks against this Norse sensor at the same time,
one from these two IPs and the other from the remaining five. The timings of the attacks suggests that they
were not conducted by a botnet. The pattern is irregular, with generally fewer than 10 attacks per minute
(whereas a botnet usually spurts five or more attacks in
a matter of seconds). It appears that one or more individuals were actively using these systems to reconnoiter
this Norse sensor aggressively.
The two IPs that used port 53 exclusively had
pinged this Norse sensor as early as April 22, 2014, but

Table 2

Attacks against Norse Sensors
12, 2014, by IP Address

on J uly

IP Address

Attacks

95.82.111.179

274

95.82.104.126

181

95.82.99.191

176

178.236.40.253

176

95.82.104.98

140

95.82.111.153

92

89.165.0.14

47

Source: Norse database

touched it only 26 times between then and the massed
attack on July 12. They then abandoned it, suggesting
that someone had decided to try to break into the sensor for a day and then moved on to greener pastures
when he failed. There could well have been more than
one individual involved because the two source IPs are
more than 450 miles apart—one is in Tehran and the
other in Mashhad, near the eastern border of the country.94 If two people were involved, however, they must
have coordinated closely.
These two IP addresses, interestingly, host parts of
the corporate infrastructure of the ISPs that own them
and are not part of the address blocks those companies
use to host clients.95 Norse crawls of both IPs failed,
indicating either that no systems are there or that they
are blocking the crawls very effectively.96 We can conclude with moderate confidence that one of two things
is going on. Either individuals with administrative
access to the corporate systems of two Iranian ISPs conducted an attack on a Norse sensor, or the regime itself
conducted the attack and made it appear to have originated from these systems, both of which route their
traffic through AS12880.
The other alternative—that both IPs were hacked,
hijacked, and used to conduct the attacks by some
third party—is far less plausible. A compromised system would very likely have responded to Norse crawls,
not only because of the compromise but also because
it would have had to have been both available and
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vulnerable to be compromised in the first place. These
systems appear to be very well-defended, with common
ports buttoned up and the ability to block crawls. The
likelihood that they were compromised by a hacker
from outside of Iran is extremely remote, since that
hacker would have had to penetrate the 12880 firewall to get to these well-protected systems in the first
place. An individual inside Iran might have had a better
chance to compromise them, since his traffic would not
necessarily flow through 12880. He would still have
been attacking IPs hosting the corporate infrastructure
of two ISPs, however, and subject to the scrutiny of
the general Iranian Internet monitoring system. There
are many easier and less risky target systems in Iran to
compromise for the purpose of attacking an American
node, however.
It is easier to explain the timing—and, therefore, the
motivation—of the attack. Israel launched Operation
Protective Edge on July 8, 2014, conducting air attacks
on more than 200 sites in the Gaza Strip in response
to a prolonged campaign of Hamas missile attacks
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against Israel.97 Hackers wasted no time in responding,
announcing #OpSaveGaza and #Intifada_3 on Twitter
and promising massive attacks against Israeli systems
peaking on July 11.98 The campaign used Twitter and
Facebook to provide lists of target sites and succeeded
in defacing more than 2,500 websites, shutting down
many others, and leaking some data.99
Attacks from Iranian systems on Norse sensors
spiked on July 12 after having been relatively low for
three weeks (figure 16). The number of different IPs
being used to attack Norse sensors did not increase significantly until July 18, however, which is also when the
number of different sensors being hit increased markedly. The attacks we have been considering came right
at the beginning of this cyber campaign. That fact suggests that the attackers already had access to these systems and were extremely responsive to the social media
calls to avenge Gaza.
SCADA Attacks. Attributing the attacks from the
other five aggressive IPs is much more difficult, but
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more important because they appear to have been
attempting to compromise SCADA systems.100 They
span three networks, none of which have ever been formally assigned to any individual or organization. But
their routing paths have changed over time in a common pattern that is noteworthy. They had been routed
through various autonomous systems prior to March
2014 but then were visible to the global Internet via
AS48359 from March 15 to June 18 and again from
July 25 into early 2015, when they switched to other
systems. The data do not confirm that these systems
were routing through AS48359 on July 12 during the
attack, but they do not offer any indication that they
were not. We shall proceed on the hypothesis that they
were all using that system, therefore, with the caveat
that we do not have proof.
This autonomous system belongs to a small ISP in
Kermanshah, near the border with Iraq, called Internet
Hesabgar [“calculator” or “calculating” in Farsi], run by
Masoud Korani. Not much information is available on
Internet Hesabgar apart from its own announcements
of its provision of WiMax services to Kermanshah
and, purportedly, other locations in Iran. It is possible to trace connections from some of its self-identified
employees and former employees to potentially suspicious contacts, but the evidence is simply too tenuous
to draw any meaningful conclusions.101
These IP addresses conducted three attacks that
could have been targeting SCADA systems using three
different ports against three different sensors. The ports
(50020 and 50021) are used by Siemens Spectrum
Power Transmission Grid control systems.102 All three
attacks came amid large-scale firewalking efforts coinciding with raised tensions with the West in April, July,
and September 2014. Tehran attempted to appoint a
former hostage taker as its permanent representative to
the UN in early 2014, starting a diplomatic row leading to passage of legislation in Congress banning him
from entering the country, which President Obama
signed April 18. The second incident corresponded
with the #OpSaveGaza campaign on July 12. The third
incident followed shortly after Iran shot down an Israeli
drone over Natanz (which it reported on August 24)
and the release of the IAEA’s September 5 report saying
that Iran was not in compliance with its obligations to

the agency to explain the possible military dimensions
of its nuclear program.103
It is possible that the July attacks were simply part of
the firewalking exercise, which, by its nature, hits many
ports in this range rapidly. It is also possible that they
were deliberately inserted into the scan in an effort to
blend into the traffic. In the course of several hundred
thousand attacks, after all, ports used by SCADA systems were hit fewer than 70 times, suggesting that they
are not normal elements of a scan. There is no way to
know for sure, but if the sensor had, in fact, been vulnerable SCADA software, these probes could have led
to a serious compromise.
Another IP address did conduct what looks like a
determined attempt specifically aimed at compromising SCADA software on September 5, 2014. Someone
used IP 2.179.239.90 to conduct 62 attacks in 10 minutes against port 5051, which is used for the Telvent
OASyS DNA system, the foundation on which all of
Telvent’s SCADA infrastructure is built.104 Telvent was
the victim of a significant attack attributed to Chinese
hackers in September 2012.105 This attack breached
Telvent’s “internal firewall and security systems . . .
and stole project files related to” OASyS SCADA. It is
concerning because Telvent systems are used heavily in
operating and monitoring electrical grids.
It is possible that the Chinese were at it again two
years later using compromised Iranian systems, but it
is unlikely. The Iranian IP hosts no visible infrastructure and is apparently owned directly by the Telecommunications Company of Iran, running on AS12880.
There has never been any public system identified with
this IP, or with any of the IPs on this subnetwork, so
there has not been any visible server to try to hack. Nor
have the Chinese changed their methods from operating openly from their own infrastructure to using that
of third parties. It is much more likely, therefore, that
this was an actual Iranian attack designed to penetrate
a SCADA system.
Critical infrastructure can be attacked in other
ways, moreover, and Iranian hackers diligently follow
the latest exploits that can give access allowing them
to take control of remote systems. A vulnerability in
a virtual network connection software used to allow
remote access to a computer on port 5900 was revealed
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in a major exposé in Wired in November 2013.106
Researchers were able to use this exploit to access control systems for hydroelectric plants, as well as ventilation systems, security cameras, pharmacy records, and
individuals’ computers. Iranian systems attacked Norse
sensors on port 5900 more than 2,400 times starting in
September 2013.
The most aggressive systems originated on
95.142.225.90, owned by an ISP named Armaghan
Rahe Talaie; 85.185.67.206, owned by Shahrood University of Technology; 78.38.114.220 (AS12880),
owned by Zabol University of Medical Science;
213.233.170.91, owned by Sharif University of Technology; 188.121.120.19 (AS47796 via AS51074 via
AS12880), ownership unclear; and 2.144.193.177
(AS44244), owned by Faragostar, an ISP.

The attacks we have described on port
5900 came almost entirely from corporate
or institutional infrastructure.
The Sharif University address is interesting in light
of our previous discussion of that university’s likely role
in a significant global reconnaissance occurring at the
same time. There is no publicly visible infrastructure on
213.233.170.91 (AS12660 via AS12880), and Norse
crawls during the attack period were stopped by some
system on the other side (returned an error).107 Other
IPs in the same network host a great deal of infrastructure—all of it belonging to Sharif’s computer engineering department. Systems hosted on this network
include the main page for the department [ce(.)sharif(.)
edu], two nameservers, and Sharif’s webmail access
portal.
The attacks from Sharif University’s systems
amounted to 46 incidents over the course of two
weeks—too few and in too short a time period (second half of April 2014) to rule out either a compromise
or a rogue actor. The attacks from Shahrood University, by contrast, numbered almost 1,300 spread over
two months (March 21–May 19, 2014). This IP is also
devoid of public infrastructure, but the encompassing
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network includes IPs hosting both Shahrood’s main
website and its mail server.
Attributing these attacks with any confidence is not
feasible at this time. It is noteworthy, however, that
many of them originated from subnetworks hosting
corporate or institutional infrastructure. An ISP or
hosting company, like any corporation, does not want
to have its own corporate systems, including its payroll,
email, banking arrangements, financial records, and so
on, compromised. By separating its own systems from
its customers’, it can make the systems handling that
corporate information as secure as it pleases. It generally cannot control as well the security of the websites
or other public systems that its customers establish on
its servers, however. Insecurities in those public-facing,
customer-controlled systems can put the security of the
server they are on at greater risk. Business prudence dictates keeping those systems separate from the corporate
infrastructure the company needs to protect.
The attacks we have described on port 5900 came
almost entirely from corporate or institutional infrastructure—the networks hosting the public websites
and mail servers of Shahrood University, Sharif University Computer Engineering Department, and
the Armaghan Company. That fact suggests that the
attacker was not merely a student or customer compromising public systems. It was either someone with
access to the institutional and corporate infrastructure
of these organizations or an external attacker specifically targeting corporate rather than public systems.
IPs associated with those networks conducted a total
of 2,243 attacks against Norse sensors between October 26, 2013, and May 18, 2014 (of which the attacks
against port 5900 are a large subset). They follow a
very consistent pattern. They are automated, regularly
conducting more than 200 attacks per second. There
is, therefore, some script or program executing these
attacks. But the script does not just run itself. It stops
at irregular intervals, restarting again a few minutes or
a few hours later. Almost invariably, when it restarts it
is attacking from a different source port than the one it
had been using before. The conclusion is clear: a hacker
was running the script and periodically stopping it;
tweaking it to try attacking from a different port; taking
breaks for breakfast, meetings, and—one hopes—the
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periodic shower; and returning to the script. A human
being, in other words, was almost certainly in full control of these attacks and consciously directing them to
try to find a route to penetrate a vulnerable target.
The targets themselves are also interesting. These
attacks hit a total of 894 different Norse sensors, generally a handful of times each over the course of several
days or weeks. The attacks are grouped by country as
well, so that a cluster of attacks hits a number of sensors
in one country in an automated fashion, then breaks,
then starts with a different set of sensors in a different country, which it also hits from a different source
port and sometimes on a different destination port. Of
those sensors, 801 were located in the US. The attack
was therefore a determined effort to find vulnerabilities
on US systems that would allow the Iranian hacker to
take control of those systems, which would give him
the ability to read or destroy their data and to use them
for unattributable attacks on other systems.
These attacks are not likely the effort of a single
hacker. The originating systems are in different parts of
Tehran and also in Zahedan, an airplane ride away. For
the most part, the intervals between when the attacks
from one IP stop and those from another begin are long
enough for someone to drive from one part of Tehran to another, or even to fly from Tehran to Zabol,
although there is at least one exception that would
require the attacker to be in two places at once. It is

more plausible, therefore, that the attacks were conducted by a small team of hackers using the same or a
similar attack script, operating from a common set of
targets and a common standard procedure for alternating ports that evolved over time.
Returning to the infrastructure from which these
attacks were launched, we must choose from three
options: the traffic was injected at the level of autonomous system 12880, the only one all of these IPs have
in common; a number of hackers with direct access to
the corporate infrastructure of several IPs and universities conducted these attacks jointly; or most, if not all,
of these systems were taken over by an external hacker
despite a lack of indication that any of them were compromised. The latter option remains the least likely—
the attacks occurred over a protracted period of time and
generated enough traffic on each system to have been
noticed by network security professionals who should
have been monitoring the networks hosting their own
infrastructure. They may have generated enough traffic collectively to have been noticed by careful monitors at AS12880, although they could simply have been
buried in what must be an unmanageable volume of
data moving through that system. We cannot say with
any confidence which it was, but the involvement of
Sharif’s Computer Engineering Department systems
suggests that we should look further into the possibility
of regime support for this activity.
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CONCLUSIONS

I

ran has become a significant player in the cyberattack
arena. Its threat is no longer confined to patriotic
hackers defacing websites. Individuals, companies, and
regime organs have all evolved sophisticated cyberattack capabilities and have developed global infrastructure with which to expand and improve them. These
capabilities are more concerning because they do not
appear to have been developed primarily for mercenary
reasons. They seem, rather, to be used in the service of
the security and ideological interests of the regime.
The Iranian attacks against Norse sensors, together
with the attacks conducted against JPMorgan Chase,
Saudi Aramco, and the Sands Casino, provide a
glimpse into the motivations of the hackers. These
attacks were clearly not profit-driven. They penetrated
three wealthy organizations and sought to destroy data
rather than steal intellectual property or money. The
attack on Aramco served the interests of the Iranian
state directly; the one on Sands seems to have been
driven by Iranian nationalism. Significant increases
in attack volume on Norse sensors generally correlate
with rising tensions with the West and/or perceived
attacks or insults to Iran.
Iran’s cyberwarfare capabilities do not yet seem to
rival those of Russia in skill, or China in scale. The
community of high-end hackers in Iran remains relatively small and constrained to some extent by infrastructural limitations resulting from sanctions—and
from the sheer difficulty of building a robust network
in Iran’s physical and political terrain. We have not
seen evidence to suggest that Iran is capable of penetrating US national security or critical infrastructure
systems outfitted with modern, best-practices cyberdefense systems.
The Iranian cyberthreat is not yet unmanageable,
but it is growing rapidly. Iranian attack infrastructure (as measured by the number of IPs used to conduct attacks) has increased dramatically over the last
two years, as has the number of attacks. Iranians have
shown the ability to conduct sophisticated missions to
find and compromise systems while leaving few footprints. They are deliberately training groups of hackers and directing them to support Iranian national
interests. This training appears to incorporate a lot of
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unconstrained “live fire” exercises in which the trainees actually attack Western systems while learning their
trade. Like any modern nation, Iran is heavily investing
in its IT infrastructure and in IT education, with an
eye toward building a large knowledge-based economy.
The relationship between Iran’s universities, the
state, and the hacking community is particularly worrisome because of the high quality and breadth of academic work seen from Iran’s scholars. A full review of
the Iranian cyber-related academic literature is beyond
the scope of this paper but may be pursued as part of
our ongoing research. The Iranian online community is
also fully aware of advances and arguments within the
global cyber community, as shown by citations in its
articles and the alacrity with which Iranian hackers pick
up on exploits reported by Western media. We project
that Iran is likely to become a serious cyberthreat to
nations that would oppose it, based on this strong intellectual and academic foundation.
It is also easy to see how the general doctrines and
approaches of the Iranian security services and foreign
policy organs are being mapped to Iran’s new activities in cyberspace. Iran’s hackers appear to move easily between ostentatious attacks and defacements and
very quiet preparations for future operations, just as
Iran’s security and intelligence forces do. They maintain a similar two-track system of responding overtly
to perceived attacks against Iran while continuing
covert efforts to expand their abilities to conduct
future attacks. They seem to prefer to operate as individuals or small groups with plausibly deniable links to
the state, just as their militant proxies throughout the
region do, as opposed to the overt state control China
maintains over its hackers. Iranian hackers rarely claim
to be fully independent of the state, like Russian
“hacktivists” do, and acknowledge their relationship
with state and security entities from time to time. In
this respect they are like Shi’a militias in Iraq and Syria,
who maintain their nominal independence from Iran
while explicitly recognizing their relationships with
Tehran, the assistance they receive from Iran, and their
loyalty to Iran’s values.108
The threat from Iran cannot be measured merely by
the number of attacks they are conducting or even the
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nature of those attacks. Historically, Iranian strategy
values building up a base for future operations. Iranian
security services prefer to penetrate as many organizations as possible—friendly, neutral, and hostile—in
advance of when they might need to influence them.
We should expect Iranian hackers to do the same.
What advantage does the Iranian state gain from
this activity? Deterrence, presumably, and better tools
with which to control the escalation of political or military crises.
The Iranian regime continues to seek effective deterrents to potential US or Israeli military strikes. Still, it
is not confident—rhetoric aside—that it can build its
own adequate conventional military defense any time
soon. It has, therefore, developed a wide variety of
other means by which to threaten to inflict pain on a
potential attacker, ranging from the tens of thousands
of rockets deployed in Lebanon and Gaza to the thousands of small boats and minelayers supposedly ready
to close the Strait of Hormuz, to the missiles able to
hit American military facilities throughout the Persian
Gulf region. Cyberattack capabilities are obviously a
significant addition to this deterrence and escalationmanagement arsenal, and one that might prove to
be extremely cost-efficient in an asymmetric conflict
against a major power.
In American strategic thinking, a US military attack
on Iranian soil could be a proportionate response to an
Iranian attack on an American military base in Bahrain or Qatar. The Iranians likely do not see things that
way. For them, the proportionality would be meeting
an attack on their homeland with an attack on ours—
but such an attack will be beyond their conventional
military capabilities for a long time to come. For Iran,
a cyberattack is a promising avenue by which Tehran
could bring any future conflict to American soil, especially since it offers a way to do so that is graduated and
potentially unattributable and may or may not involve
casualties and the destruction of physical infrastructure.
One thing is certain, however: any significant loosening of sanctions on Iran will facilitate Tehran’s efforts
to develop its cyberattack capability. Iran would almost
certainly considerably augment its already-impressive
ability to monitor and control its people while dramatically expanding its internal cyber capabilities. It is also

likely to extend its international cyber footprint while
continuing efforts to compromise Western systems.
Iran’s leaders have described expansive plans to
enhance their country’s IT infrastructure, education,
and training. Relaxing sanctions will allow them to
accelerate and grow those plans even more. That will
mean more resources to Iranian students and honest
hardware and software developers, but also to malicious
groups like Ashiyane and members of university faculties and research institutions that work closely with
Iran’s government and security forces.

For Iran, a cyberattack is a promising
avenue by which Tehran could bring
any future conflict to American soil.
If the Iranian regime appeared ready to embrace
détente or peaceful coexistence with the West, and
if it seemed ready to reduce its oppression of its own
people, then it would be easy to argue for helping Iran
develop its information economy. But Tehran continues categorically to reject either détente or any intention of loosening its grip on its own people. The US
administration, moreover, appears to have rejected any
notion of tying sanctions relief to either of those issues,
focusing instead on nuclear nonproliferation goals.
It is difficult to imagine a future in which Iran
does not become a significant cyberthreat to American national security. We must begin considering and
shaping our response to that threat today. The current
sanctions regime allows for a potentially much more rigorous policing of Western cyberinfrastructure to deny
Iran the ability it now has to rent the most advanced
computer systems from the West to use in attacking the
West. It could also be tightened to further hinder Iran’s
ability to acquire and import advanced hardware and
software with which to build its indigenous IT infrastructure. These options are lost, however, if the current
sanctions regime is dismantled completely, a distinctly
possible outcome of the nuclear framework agreement
just concluded.
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